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The cost of living crisis will stretch employees’
bank balances to breaking point. Can your

business afford not to intervene?
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The latter half of winter is well and truly
here, and the economic outlook is as
bleak as themeteorological one; the rate
of inflation in theUK has broken its
own recordmore than once recently, and
employees are feeling the pinch. But as
HR professionals, you have the power
to help – our in-depth feature
starting on page 24 will tell you
how. And if you have somemore
positive news to share, the 2022
CIPDPeopleManagement Awards
are now open for entries – you’ll find
all the info on page 15.
Eleanor Whitehouse Editor
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Light at the end of the tunnel?
Welcome
from the CIPD

peoplemanagement.co.uk 5

Aswe embark on a new year, there is a feeling of

‘GroundhogDay’. Reviewing commentary from the

start of last year, wewere in a newwave of the virus

and uncertain about the year ahead.The focus was on

keeping people safe, and the importance of wellbei
ng.

While there are nowpositive signs of light at the end

of the pandemic tunnel, those thingsmust remain

true and central to our responsibilities as a people

profession and as a focus for public policy.

case for investment in
training and skills
development.
Expectations across

ourworkforces have
been raised during the
pandemic.How they
will be treated and
supported, have access
tomore flexible ways
of working,manage
workload and stress,
and see development

and progression opportunities. A recent
published analysis ofGlassdoor data across
many industries showed that company
culture was asmuch as 10 timesmore likely
to predict attrition rates than pay.
These are all demands on our profession

and our ability to understandwhat is
happening in our organisations and the
economic, social and political environment
we are operating in.Therewill bemany
operational pressures such as how tomanage

returns toworkplaces, questions on benefits

and sick pay policies, and how to embed fair

flexible working practices. Peoplemanagers at

all levels will feel these challenges and they are

primary cogs in thewheel of our corporate
cultures.Theywill needmore training and
support in good peoplemanagement and how

tomanage our increasingly diverse
workforces andworking practices.
So the year aheadwill once again have its

challenges, but also opportunities tomake
positive change and grow our impact as a
profession. At theCIPD,wewill continue to

do all we can to strengthen connections and

support you.Wewill further promotewider

policy change, building on all that has been
learned through these tough times to
reinforce our purpose of championing better

work andworking lives.
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A
s HR teams returned to their
(mostly virtual) desks after the
festive break in January, any
residual feelings of relaxation
evaporated immediately.

They were rushing to cover Omicron-
related absences, desperately ramping
up recruitment to deal with skills
shortages and the threat of the ‘Great
Resignation’ and wondering whether
the next government announcement
could be the one that pushed their stress
levels over the edge. But there’s another
spectre at the table, and one that could
have even longer-term impacts on HR
strategy – high and rising inflation.
After decades of reasonably low

UK inflation and relatively low wage
increases as a result, when inflation hit
5.1 per cent in the year to November
– its highest rate in a decade – many
economists and observers saw this as
a cause for concern. Unions called
for immediate action to protect

Will your
staffneed
apay rise
thisyear?
Record rates of
inflation and a
spiralling cost of living
mean employees are
feeling the squeeze
– butHR can help
WORDS JO FARAGHER

As thepriceof everyday items
continues toclimb, firmswill be
looking for innovativeways to
offerfinancial help toworkers

Cost of living crisis
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£64

Key to longer-termworkforce

planningwill bea focusono
pening

recruitmentup tomoredive
rse

talentpools

However, attention is now turning to other

economic and political pressures. A dominant

theme for the year will be rising inflation and

the impact on individuals as well as businesses

and thewider economy. Energy prices,
particularly for gas, have risen dramatically,

but supply constraints formany products and

services, in part driven by staff shortages, are

also driving up costs in other ways.
Aswe are all experiencing, the labourmarket

has become tighter. Inmany countries, open job

vacancies are at historic highs, and sectors such

as hospitality, healthcare and construction are

particularly challenged.There has beenmuch

talk of increasing resignations as individuals

reflect on their experiences during the pandemic

and reappraise what is important to them and

what they look for in a job. And as theOmicron

variant continues to spread, absenteeism from

work is currently causing further pressure.
As a result, there is upward pressure on pay,

particularly in lower-paid sectors and jobs, but

also in sectors where there is huge demand,
including higher-paid professions such as law

and finance. Inflationary pressures will increase

expectations on pay, but the pressures tomanage

costs in uncertain economic timeswill call for

some tough balancing acts.
Short-term responses to addressing skills gaps

and retaining people will be needed, but it will

be vital also to keep focus on longer-term
workforce planning and ensuringwe are
creating good jobs and positive workplace
cultures. Inclusionmust be front and centre,

opening up recruitment channels tomore
diverse sources of talent, as well asmaking the
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{Recruitment}

Mostvisas
fromnon-
EUworkers
A year on from the
introduction of the UK’s
new points-basedmigration
system, official figures have
shown European workers are
not applying for visas at the
same rate as individuals from
other parts of the world.
Data from the government’s

advisory body onmigration
has shown that the rise in the
number of skilled worker
visa applications last year was
driven by non-EU nationals.
TheMigration Advisory

Committee (MAC) said 2021
saw the number of skilled
worker visa applications pick
up following the end of the
third national lockdown,
withmonthly applications
rising by over 50 per cent
betweenMay and June 2021.
In the three months to June

2021, the UK saw 68 per cent
more visa applications than
in the same period in 2019 –
which theMAC saidmight
have been partly due to pent-
up demand for visas caused
by the pandemic.
But, just 8 per cent of

these applications came from
nationals from countries
in the European Economic
Area, which theMAC
described as “relatively low
usage… compared to the
rest of the world”.
In its annual report, the

MAC also said that concerns
outlined in 2020 that the
new skilled worker visa route
would be too expensive for
employers to use to bring in
lower-skilled jobs were valid.

{Health&wellbeing}

Jobqualityiskeytowellbeing
For years the four-dayweek has been held up
as a panacea for workplace stress. It’s a
tempting proposition –wouldn’t we all be
happier with ourwork-life
balance if every weekendwas a
three-dayweekend? But research
has suggested that reducing
working is not necessarily the best
way to improvemental health.
A study conducted by a coalition

of universities found factors
including feeling that work is
meaningful, having good
workplace relationships and
having enough resources and time
to complete workwere themost important
factors in determining employeewellbeing.
And the positive effects of these factors were
similar regardless of whether an individual
worked full time or just two days a week.
Dr SenhuWang, assistant professor at the

NationalUniversity of Singapore and lead
author of the report, said the research
suggested there was no such thing as an
optimumnumber of working hours for
wellbeing. “Instead, doingmeaningful and

useful work, having a positive relationship
with colleagues and lowwork intensity are
particularly important for employees’

mental health,” she said.
The researchers also cautioned

against reducingworking hours
without a corresponding reduction
in the amount of work expected,
warning that the current debate
over-emphasised the impact of
reducing hours onmental health.
In particular, it noted that a
compressedweek –where
employees work the same number

of hours over fewer days – could “lead to
higher work intensity or a harsher social
environment” if notmanaged correctly.
But, that doesn’tmean shorter hours are

always bad.DrDaigaKamerade, reader in
work andwellbeing at theUniversity of
Salford and one of the report’s co-authors,
added that creating “more high-quality,
shorter-hour jobs” would be an efficient way
to reduce unemployment and protectmental
health as theUK looks to recover from the
economic impact of the pandemic.
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Thismonthwe’ve learned...

“Meaningful
anduseful
workis
important
formental
health”

Whilemanyemployersare
making redundancies, some
arehoping to recruit staffby
theendof theyear

The big lesson

Reducingworkh
oursbutnot

theamountofwo
rkemployees

areexpected tod
ocanhavea

negativeeffecto
nhealth
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Proposed legislation
expanding auto-enrolment
pensions to include thousands
more employees, including
younger workers and lower
earners, could lead to higher
costs for employers, experts
havewarned. A bill,
introduced to parliament by
ConservativeMPRichard
Holden, would see the
minimum age drop from22
to 18, giving employees an
extra four years of savings

towards their
pensions.

The proposal
would also
scrap the
£10,000

minimum
earning

Stress, anxiety and depression
were the cause of half of all
work-related illnesses in the
last year, the government’s
health and safety watchdog
has said.More than 800,000
people experienced
work-related stress, anxiety
or depression in 2020-21, the
Health& Safety Executive
(HSE) revealed in its annual
summary, of which 451,000
were newly reported.
Unsurprisingly, coronavirus

was a major contributor
towards poormental health
among workers over the last
year. However, there were
many other causes, including
rising workloads, lack of
support, violence, threats or
bullying and changes at work.
“The 12-month period in

question coincides with the
first national lockdown.The
latest figures
reinforce our
previous
concerns
around the
scale of this
issue,” said
Sarah
Albon,
the
CEO
of the
HSE.

{Health&wellbeing}

Homelessriskbeingfired
Two-fifths of employers said
theywould try to sack a staff
member if theyweremade
homeless, a survey of
employers by the charityCrisis
found.Of the 250 firms
polled, 42 per cent admitted
theywould likely seek to
terminate an employee’s
contract if theywere homeless.
Additionally, almost three

in five (58 per cent) said it was
likely homelessness would
have a negative impact on a
prospective employee’s
application, while a similar
number (56 per cent) said it
would be detrimental to a

current worker’s job.
However, the report said it

was unclear even among
employers as towhy businesses
expected such negative
outcomes for homeless staff.
When asked if theywould
provide support for people,
84 per cent said theywould
refer them to an employee
assistance programme, and
90 per cent said theywould
offer them time off.
One employer toldCrisis:

“We’d help them asmuch as
possible but ultimately
domestic issues are not the
employer’s responsibility.”

A man who slipped and
fell down the stairs on the
way from his bed to his
home office can claim on
his workplace accident
insurance because he was
technically commuting, a
German court has ruled.
The unnamed man was

walking down his own spiral
staircase from his first-floor
bedroom to his desk on
the floor below when he
slipped and broke his back,
according to theGuardian.
His insurer initially

refused to pay out on the

grounds that the journey did
not count as a commute.
However, the Federal

Social Court found that
the man’s first morning
trip from his bed to his
home office was an insured
work route.
“If the insured activity is

carried out in the household
of the insured person or at
another location, insurance
cover is provided to the same
extent as when the activity is
carried out at the company
premises,” the German-
language ruling said.

{Health&wellbeing}

Mentalill-
healthon
therise

threshold that currently
triggers auto-enrolment,
meaning that all workers over
18would be enrolled.
Think tankOnward

estimated that the changes
would allow younger workers
to save an additional £20,267.
But the bill could lead to

higher costs for employers,
who currently contribute at
least 3 per cent towards
employees’ pension savings.
DavidRobbins, director at

Willis TowersWatson, said
employees with a large
proportion of part-time staff
would bemost likely to see
cost increases. “The changes
would reduce revenues by
more than £1bn by diverting
employers’ remuneration
spend from taxable and
NIC-able salaries to tax and
NIC-relieved pension
contributions” he said.

{Employment law}

Stairscountasman’s
commute,courtrules

{Pay&reward}

Pensionschanges
couldcostemployers

TheGermancourt ruled
theman’s fallwasa
workplaceaccident
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TOPSTORY

Omicron:what itwill
bringforHRin2022
Some restrictions are easing (again), but businesses are still b

eset by

Covid absences, as well as a booming jobsmarket and recor
d inflation

WORDS FRANCIS CHURCHILL

Afteralmost twoyearsof

fluctuating restrictions,

manyarehoping fora retur
n to

permanentnormality this y
ear

•
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”We’llsee
historicwage
growthas
businesses
trytowinthe
warfortalent”

News& analysis

J
anuary was not the start of the year
that many businesses were hoping for.
Although the UK was spared a post-
Christmas lockdown, the Omicron variant
still took its toll. More infectious than

previous iterations of the virus, hospitals warned
of staffing shortages, rail providers introduced
reduced timetables and retailers cautioned about
shop closures because too many employees were
either ill or isolating. The government even asked
public sector bodies to prepare for worst case
scenarios of 25 per cent absence rates.

But after a week of falling infection rates, the
government took the decision to end Plan B
measures in England. As of Thursday 27 January,
all mandates around face coverings and Covid
passes were removed, as was work-from-home
advice in England. (At the time of going
to print, there had been no changes
to the rules announced by the
other devolved nations.) Prime
minister Boris Johnson went
as far as to say that he did not
expect to renew the legislation,
due to expire on 24 March,
that legally mandates people
contacted by NHS Test and
Trace to self-isolate.

This doesn’t mean that
concerns earlier this month over
Omicron-related absences were
completely unfounded. December saw
the highest Covid-related absences
on record: over the month, 3 per cent of the
UK’s workforce was either off sick with the virus
or not attending work because they had been
contacted by Test and Trace or were self isolating,
according to the Office for National
Statistics (ONS). This increased
to 7 per cent among service sector
businesses including hairdressing and
other beauty treatments, while the
accommodation and food services
sector had an estimated Covid-related
absence level of 6 per cent.

But the government isn’t alone
in feeling optimistic about the year
ahead. “The Omicron storm finally
broke in December, but the booming jobs market
was barely blown off course,” says Jack Kennedy,
UK economist at Indeed, off the back of another
set of promising labour market statistics. ONS
figures released in January 2022 showed that,
once again, payrolled employment was up,
while unemployment was down.

The figures are largely encouraging,

says Jonathan Boys, labour market economist
at the CIPD, and indicating that the end of
the furlough scheme didn’t have as dramatic an
effect on the labour market as some feared. But
they also point to a challenging year ahead for
employers: vacancies also reached a new record
high in the three months to December, albeit the
rate of growth is still slowing from its peak last
July, meaning that competition for candidates
will remain fierce.

In part because of this, the year ahead promises
to be one of both spiralling wage-increases and
a simultaneous crunch on individuals’ real
earnings. “From creative sectors to sales, events
and technology, we are witnessing historic wage
growth as businesses offer higher salaries to

win the war for talent,” says Paul Farrer,
founder and chairman of Aspire, who

predicted that high staff turnover
rates would keep vacancy levels

high for some time. At the
same time, inflation is
promising to eat into any
wage increases – the ONS
estimated the growth in
average total pay of 4.2 per
cent in the three months to

November 2021 fell to just
0.4 per cent when adjusted

for inflation.
“Rising inflation means that

Britain’s cost of living squeeze will
continue to get tighter over the coming

months, particularly when energy bills jump in
April,” says Jack Leslie, senior economist at the
Resolution Foundation, which predicts that the
fall in real wages could continue well into this

summer, and were likely to get worse
before they get better. “The impact of
high inflation in terms of shrinking
pay packets is becoming wearily familiar
to younger workers, who have already
experienced three sustained periods of
falling real wages in their short careers,”
Leslie adds.

Not all employers will be able to
increase wages, says Boys, but there
are still things firms can do to attract

and retain a wide pool of talent in the year
ahead. “Employers will have to ensure that they
are taking steps to widen their recruitment
strategies and provide flexible jobs to ensure they
can attract and retain older workers, people with
caring responsibilities and those with long-term
health conditions that are willing and able to
work,” he says.
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Legal requirements towear

facecoverings inEnglandw
ere
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The labour market
appears to still be
in a post-lockdown
boom, the latest
data from the ONS
has shown.

The
number
of job
vacancies
in the three
months to
December 2021
rose to a record
high of 1,247,000,
an increase of
462,000 on the
three months
to March 2020.
However, the rate of
growth continued
to slow, a trend
since its peak in the
three months to
July 2021.

Experimental
single month
vacancy data
showed a decrease
in the number of
vacancies for the
second month in
a row, which could
suggest a return to
normality. However,
unlike the quarterly
data, the single
month figures are
not seasonally
adjusted.

At the same
time, the number
of payrolled
employees
increased in
December to 29.5
million – up 184,000
on November 2021
and up 409,000 on
February 2020.

LatestONS
databrings
cautious
optimism

data from the ONS 



A
growing list of businesses
have made headlines after they
announced cuts to sick pay of
unvaccinated staff.
In January,WessexWater and

retailers Next,Morrisons andOcado
joined Ikea in adopting a policy that
states unvaccinated workers who are
self-isolating as a contact of
someone who has tested positive
will receive as little as £96.35
a week, the Statutory Sick Pay
(SSP) minimum, unless there are
mitigating circumstances.
Unvaccinated staff will still

receive full sick pay if they test
positive for Covid.

Rachel Suff, senior policy adviser
for employment relations at the CIPD,
warned that the policies could be
“divisive for the workforce”.
She said: “While cutting sick pay for

certain workers could encourage some
to get vaccinated, it could also mean that
some are less likely to test themselves or

self-isolate because they
may not be able to afford
to take time off if sick
pay is limited.”
Suff also suggested

that these policies
could come with a
potential legal risk.
Such risks include

discrimination claims, according to
MartinWilliams, head of employment
atMayoWynne Baxter. Making this
decision is “not without consequences”,
he explained, because an individual
could say they have a philosophical
belief against vaccination.
However, Yvonne Gallagher, partner

at Harbottle and Lewis, told People
Management that there has only been
one employment tribunal claim on
the issue of whether vaccine refusal
is a protected belief and the tribunal
concluded that it was not.
“This was in a case where the

individual concerned had taken up
other forms of vaccination, and so could

”Cuttingsick
payforcertain
workerscould
meansome
arelesslikely
toself-isolate”10 peoplemanagement.co.uk

Several big-name businesses have announced reductions to company sick
pay for unjabbedworkers asked to isolate – but is that legal?

WORDSCAITLIN POWELL

Swedishhomeware retailer

Ikea isonecompany thatha
s

changed its sickpaypolicy
for

unjabbedworkers

•

Can(andshould)firmscutsick
payforunvaccinatedstaff?
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News & analysis

Discussing its new policy,
Ikea told theDailyMail: “We
appreciate that this is an emotive
topic and all circumstances will
be considered on a case-by-
case basis, therefore anyone
in doubt or concerned
about their situation is
encouraged to speak to
their manager.”

A Next spokesperson shared
a similar statement, saying that
the issue is “highly emotive” but it

needs to “balance the needs
of the business with those of
workers and shareholders”.

Wessex Water also provided
rationale for its decision: “The

vast majority of our workforce
has been vaccinated and it’s

important as a company
providing essential

services with key

worker employees, that the
remainder get vaccinated to
protect themselves, customers
and their colleagues. Absences
due to Covid have doubled
in the last week, so we need
everyone to be available so
we can continue to provide
uninterrupted essential water
and sewerage services.”

What reasons have companies given?

two-thirds (62 per cent) of employers
agree that the SSP rate is too low and
should be increased.
SSP is only available to individuals

earning at least £120 a week, and is
not currently available to those who

are self-employed.
TheCIPDwarned that

17.2 per cent of the UK’s
workforce – around 5.6 million
people – do not currently
qualify for the benefit, based
on analysis of Labour Force
Survey data from the Office
for National Statistics.
“TheUK’s SSP system

has been broken for a long time
and the pandemic has only
highlighted its failure to protect

the lowest paid andmost vulnerable
members of our society,” said Suff.
She added that, despite a number of

government consultations proposing
reforms to SSP, there are currently no
real plans to improve the system.
“SSP deficiencies can have a

devastating impact on people’s health
and wellbeing, including financial
distress,” she said, highlighting that,
with an ageing workforce and skills
shortages, it was “even more important”
that there was an effective SSP system
to help employers attract and retain a
diverse workforce.
As a result of its findings, the CIPD

called for the government to raise the
level of SSP to be at least equivalent to
someone earning theNationalMinimum
Wage or the National LivingWage,
remove the lower earnings limit and
introduce consultation on wider reform.

not demonstrate a deeply held belief
precluding vaccination,” she said, but
warned the position might be different
if there were longer-standing objections.
Gallagher also stated that, with the

reduction of isolation periods for those
testing positive for Covid and
increase in fully vaccinated
individuals contracting the
virus, “it may becomemore
difficult for employers to
justify different treatment
of unvaccinated employees”.
As of 17 January, the

minimum self-isolation
period for people testing
positive for Covid in
England was lowered to five
full days, subject to returning a negative
lateral flow test on days five and six. But
reducing the time won’t fix the UK’s
fundamental problem with Statutory
Sick Pay, according to the TUC.
The union published a new analysis

which estimated that over a quarter
of a million private sector workers
(267,800) were self-isolating without
decent sick pay or any sick pay between
13 and 26 December.
Of this number, around 209,900

workers had to rely on SSP, which the
organisation said is “too low to meet
basic living costs”, and 57,900 got no
sick pay at all.
This is not the first time SSP has been

criticised. In December, the CIPD
warned that the SSP system is “broken
and needs urgent reform”.
In a survey of 1,045 senior HR

professionals and decision-makers,
the organisation revealed that nearly

”TheCIPD
haswarned
thatSSPis
brokenand
needsurgent
reform”

It also encouraged employers to have
a financial wellbeing strategy as well as
considering introducing an occupational
sick pay scheme to enhance pay above
the statutory minimum for employees
who can’t work when sick.
Mike Brewer, chief economist at

the Resolution Foundation, welcomed
the calls for reform and called for
workers on sick pay to receive at least
the value of the Real LivingWage as
set by the LivingWage Foundation
– which is higher than the Statutory
National LivingWage.
“Statutory Sick Pay…misses out two

million of our lowest-paid workers
– something which is of particular
concern given the ongoing Covid-19
pandemic,” he told People Management.
Brewer highlighted that only one in

eight workers in England are covered
by the government’s £500 Test and
Trace Support Payment, and explained
that accessible short-term support
during the winter for all workers is
an immediate priority.
In response to this report from the

CIPD, a government spokesperson
told People Management that there is
a “comprehensive package of financial
support in place for workers who need
to self-isolate to help stop the spread
of coronavirus” which includes a
£500 payment for those on the lowest
incomes who have been contacted by
NHSTest and Trace.
“Many employers pay more than the

minimum level of Statutory Sick Pay and
employers with up to 250 staff can be
reimbursed the cost of up to a fortnight’s
Statutory Sick Pay,” they added.

topic and all circumstances will 
be considered on a case-by-
case basis, therefore anyone 

Wessex Water
rationale for its decision: “The 

vast majority of our workforce 
has been vaccinated and it’s 

important as a company 
providing essential 

services with key 





Cryptocurrency: the futureofpayroll?
Are salary systems due for an upgrade, or will bank transfers continue to reign supreme?

J
ust like cash made way
for cheques, and cheques
eventually succumbed to
bank transfers, it’s time for
payroll departments to brace

themselves for another step-change
in how staff are paid – at least so say
proponents of cryptocurrency.
Once the currency of choice in

the shady parts of the internet,
cryptocurrency is fast becoming
more mainstream. A recent deVere
Group poll found that half of under-
24s and a third of 25- to 40-year-
olds would be happy to receive half
of their salary in cryptocurrency,
while mayor of New York City Eric
Abrams has pledged to take his first
three paychecks this way.
Bitcoin is perhaps the most

famous cryptocurrency, but there are
thousands to choose
from: the term is
a catch-all phrase
for any virtual
currency where
ownership of funds
and transactions are
recorded digitally
via a decentralised
system – for

example blockchain,
which stores multiple copies of a
database across a network of machines.
No banks or central authorities –
including governments – are involved.
Paul Rogash, CEO of BetU, has

been paying his staff this way since
launching the betting firm in July
2021. Its 25 members of staff can
opt to be paid in ‘stablecoin’, a
cryptocurrency that has a guaranteed
dollar equivalent, but many choose
BetU’s own currency because they see
it having a greater potential for value
growth. “Some employees paid in
BetU tokens when we first launched
the token now have eight times their
original salary due to the token
appreciating in value,” he says.

News& analysis

“Somestaff
paidinBetU
tokensnow
haveeight
timestheir
originalsalary”
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There are thousands of
cryptocurrencies to choose
from, from small-scale to
themulti-billion dollar. Here
are three of the biggest:

Bitcoin
Costing a fraction of a
penny when it was first
released in 2009, a single
bitcoin is now worth
just over £30,000. The

currency’s total market
capitalisation – the value
of every available bitcoin
added together – is now
around £582bn.

Ether
Created in 2013, ether, the
native cryptocurrency of
the Ethereum network, has
the second-highest market
capitalisation at £275bn.

A single token is currently
worth around £2,300.

Tether
Known as a ‘stablecoin’
because it maintains a cash
reserve for every token
issued, Tether keeps the
value of tokens at US$1.
It has the third-highest
market capitalisation at
nearly £58bn.

Somanycryptocurrencies, so little time

However, although a lot of
cryptocurrencies are going up in value
in this way, and many people actively
invest in them as if they were stocks,
this doesn’t give companies the green
light to safely adopt the technology,
adds Rogash. Firms risk running into
issues if employees wish to transfer
the tokens to their traditional bank

accounts, he warns. On top of this,
crypto payments are usually made
manually, meaning they might not
play well with established automated
payroll systems. Companies also
risk running into problems if an
employee were to provide the wrong
‘wallet address’: if this happens, it’s
impossible to recover lost funds.

Expertswarn thatmanual

cryptopaymentsmaynot

beagoodfitwithautomated

payroll systems
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The CIPD People Management Awards are now open for entries – a handful
of last year’s winners tell us what taking home the trophy has meant to them

B
elieve it or not, it’s the start of a
new year already, and with 2021
having been another challenging
12months for the people
profession, there’s no better

time to reflect on everything you
achieved last year and share your
incredible work with your peers.

To that end, the CIPDPeople
Management Awards are now open for
2022 and ready to accept your entries.
There are now 23 categories to choose
from, including a new addition for this
year: Best responsible business initiative.

If that’s not convincing enough,
some of last year’s champions have
told us belowwhat winning has meant
to their teams and to their organisations.
✶ Formore informationand todownloadanentrypack,
visitcipdpmas.co.uk. Early-bird entries close on
1April 2022, and thefinal deadline is27April 2022

News& analysis
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Thinkyourhardworkdeservesrecognition?
of last year’s winners tell us what taking home the trophy has meant to them

Theawardsareagreat chance to
reconnectwithcolleaguesand
friendsand tocelebrate the
profession’s inspirationalwork

“I gained
a lot fromentering

the awards, and evenmore
fromwinning. I can say thework I’ve

donewas recognised by a professional
institution and is valued across the globe.”

Khaji Kushumbayev
Winner of theMichael Kelly
OutstandingStudentAward
(Foundation/intermediate)

in 2021

“Winning the
awardwas the perfectway

to reflect back on a truly unique
year and recognise the phenomenal
contribution across thewholeHRand

Communications team”
SevernTrent

Winner of Best employee
experience initiative

in 2021

“The
achievement has

enabled us to roll out the
scheme further, with a selection
of our remote colleagues adopting
amore agile approach towork. The

win has certainly been an inspiration to
the leaders across theGroup.”

TheSovini Group
Winner of Best flexible
working initiative

in 2021 “We’re
so proud to havewon,

particularlywhen up against
somany superb nominees. It’s the

best possible recognition of our incredible
Capability team.Winning has enabled us to
further promote the quality of our learning
offer internally aswell as externally.”

BootsUK
Winner of Best L&D initiative
(private sector) in 2021

“Ourpride at being partof this team really came tolightwhenwewere drafting theentry. People recognise theCIPDawards and havingwonwill help uswithfuture campaigns andproposals.”SharedServicesConnectedWinner of Best digital/technology initiativein 2021
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UK LEGAL LOWDOWN

A
womanwho stopped attending her
workplace because shewas scared of
catchingCovidwas not discriminated
against, a tribunal has ruled.

Thewoman, identified only asX, had taken
the decision not to return towork in July
2020, citing “reasonable and justifiable health
and safety concerns” aroundCovid in the
workplace. She told theManchester tribunal
she also had “a fear of passing [Covid] on” to
her partner, whowas at “high risk of getting
seriously unwell” from the virus.
“Imade a protected disclosure in good

faith and assertedmy statutory employment
rights about a danger to the health and safety
ofmyself and others, which I reasonably
believed to be serious and imminent,”
X told the tribunal.
However, on informing her employer –

identified only as Y – of her decision not
to return towork, Xwas informed that
shewould no longer be paid. According to
X’s statement, her employer told her: “I do
not accept you had a reasonable belief that
returning toworkwould put you or your
husband in serious and imminent danger.”
X argued that her fears around the dangers

of coronavirus amounted to a genuinely held
philosophical belief, which she described as
“a fear of catchingCovid-19 and a need to
protectmyself and others”.

Because her wages had beenwithheld,
X argued that she had suffered a financial
detriment because of this belief.
Judge Leach did not dispute thatX’s

concerns were genuine.However, he ruled
that a fear did not amount to a belief,
describing it instead as a “reaction to a threat”.
He also describedX’s concerns as “a widely
held opinion [that] attending a crowded place
during the height of the current pandemic
would increase the risk of contracting
Covid-19 andmay therefore be dangerous.
“Few peoplemay argue against that.

However, a fear of physical harm and views
about howbest to reduce or avoid a risk of
physical harm is not a belief for the purposes
of section 10 [of the Equality Act],” he said.
Kate Palmer,HR advice and consultancy

director at Peninsula, said that while an
employment tribunal’s rulingwas not binding
on other courts, this rulingwas an indication
of how future casesmight be treated. “A
different court couldwell find differently
on a different day,” she said.
“Nevertheless, the ruling is indicative of

theway thismatter is likely to be treated and
will give some comfort to employers who are
facedwith similar accusations…
“Both discrimination andCovid are serious

matters; however, this case suggests that fear
of one does not lead to the other.”

WomanwhodidnotgotoworkoverCovid
concernslosesdiscriminationclaim

Digital right-to-work checks
are to be made permanent
from April, the government
has announced.
The change was initially

deployed to help with remote
working in response to the
Covid-19 pandemic, and was
set to end on 5 April this year.
However, the government has
said digital checks will now
continue past this date.
The move has been

welcomed by employer groups,
including the Recruitment and
Employment Confederation
(REC). “Recruiters have told us
throughout the pandemic that
this system is quicker and easier,
reducing the time it takes to
get candidates into work while
increasing compliance and
helping keep staff safe,” said Neil
Carberry, REC chief executive.
However, the cost of the digital

right-to-work checks is set to be

funded by employers, with an
individual check costing between
£1.45 and £70, according to the
Home Office, which Carberry
said could impact smaller firms.
In addition, the costs will only

be applied to documents from
UK nationals, while the existing
free online service can still
be used for applications from
overseas, something that critics
have said might disadvantage
UK applicants.

Did youknow thatCIPDmem
bers haveexclusive access t

o

theEmploymentLawatWor
kService and legal helplines

?

cipd.co.uk/hr-resources/e
mployment-law

For employment lawadvice and
resources, visithr-inform.co.uk

Worker claimed her fear of getting the virus was a protected belief

Digitalright-to-workcheckstobemadepermanent

Shopworkerwith
dementiaasked
aboutretiring
wasvictimof
discrimination
Asupermarketworkerwith dementia
was constructively unfairly dismissed
anda victimof disability and age
discrimination after her employer
asked her if shewanted to retire,
a tribunal has ruled.
JoanHutchinson, whowas 73

at the time, hadworked atAsda’s
Queensferry store for 20 years and
resignedon 25September 2020
after being treated “unfavourably”.
The tribunal foundHutchinson’s

resignation happenedonly after her
employer breached the “implied
termof trust and confidence”,
including being asked about
retirement andhaving her bag
searchedwithout permission.
The tribunal ruled that the

multiple suggestions of retirement to
Hutchinson, which happenedwhen
Hutchinson starteddisplaying signs of
her illness andwhile shewas shielding
during the first lockdown, “may have
been said in awell-meaningway” but
amounted to age-related harassment
anddirect age discrimination. “Itmade
the claimant feel as though shewas
being pushedout of the business or
that the respondent felt that shewas
too old to be there,” the tribunal said.
It also said that the search of

her bag, which happenedwhen
a colleague attempted to help
Hutchinson findher keys andbus pas,
“had the effect of violating her dignity”,
noting the conductwas unwanted
and related to her condition because
it was brought about by hermemory
impairment and so amounted to
disability-related harassment.
AnAsda spokesperson said:

“Asda is an inclusive employer that
is proud to employ colleagues of all
ages.Weapologise toMsHutchinson
for her experiences.”
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N
ow the second year
of the Covid crisis
has drawn to a close,
we’re still trying
to adjust to hybrid

working as well as navigate
further twists and turns on
the road to recovery – as
the current wave and new
variant remind us – but the
peak intensity is hopefully
behind us.
ForHR teams, the

pandemic has been a defining
moment in terms of how
we stepped up and provided
support and leadership to
our organisations. Before
Covid, wellbeing was arguably
a relatively niche area which
some colleagues may even
have felt was intruding on
their non-work lives. Fast-
forward 18months, and it’s
become a core part of how our
organisations navigated the pandemic.
Covid has changed us.We’re not

going to revert to life as it was inMarch
2020; we take the best learnings from
the pandemic and apply them to our
future plans. And in that context,
wellbeing will remain core to what
we do as people leaders.
Wellbeing has becomemainstream.

It shouldn’t be seen as a standalone
topic because it influences the whole
spectrum ofHR priorities, not least
the organisational culture we are
creating. In that sense, wellbeing
is part of the overall evolution
ofHR itself. Having challenged
ourselves to becomemore
analytical, business-focused and
commercial, it seemed at times
caring for our colleagues was a
strategically questionable priority.

It’s right and welcome that we are more
overtly responsible for their wellbeing.
The scope of wellbeing has necessarily

evolved too. At Bank of Ireland we focus
on the ‘fourW’s’: wellbeing, workspace,
workload, and working day. It provides
the lens through which we view the
day-to-day experience of working in
the bank. During Covid, this meant
becoming a point of connection for our
colleagues and helping to mitigate the
gap in their social lives. A third of staff
now use our private Instagram wellbeing

account, sharing good
practice and cheering
each other on.
This isn’t a passing

fad. As some normality
returns, our employees
will need us to stay
focused on their
wellbeing in the years

to come. Recognising this is
crucial.Themental health
impact of the pandemic is largely
ahead of us, and now colleagues
have seenHR play a different
role, there is no going back. So,
how do we progress from here?
The first thing we must

do is provide the essentials
required to support colleagues,
from the basics of Employee
Assistance Programmes
to providing a connection
through communication that
is personal and meaningful.
Secondly, addressing the

challenges that come with
new ways of working, whether
it’s a return to the office for
those used to being at home,
or the uncertainties of getting
hybrid right.
Thirdly, line managers will

need help to understand their
expanded role and develop their skill
sets so that they are more ready, and
able, to care for their teams.
Fourth, our organisationsmust address

mental health directly and persistently.
We should stand ready to support
colleagues when they need it, whether
the reason is work-related or not.
Finally, if we are to create truly

inclusive cultures, leaders need to model
being caring in their day-to-day actions.
The pandemic has been a defining

moment for HR, and we’ve
responded in a way that we can be
proud of. Looking ahead, it’s evidently
possible (and necessary) to be both
caring and commercial.
Our duty of care has evolved, and

in recognising our greater responsibility
for people, the HR community should
collaborate to accelerate learning across
our organisations.

“Wellbeing
ispartof
theoverall
evolutionof
HRitself”

CHIEFPEOPLEOFFICER
ATBANKOF IRELAND

I’ ll tell you something…

MATTELLIOTT
Collaborating to improvewellbeingwill be a priority onceCovid is over

Comment
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something the firm is planning not just
during Covid, but in the long term, too.
Its more than 3,500UK-based employees

now have the choice of being
hybrid or home-based, as well as
‘hub’ roles connected to an office,
or ‘roam’ positions relevant for
sales teams who need to spend
time travelling. It’s also offering
every employee globally the
opportunity to work amaximum
of 30 days outside their ‘home’
country. As part of these plans,

Experian is cutting its number of UK
sites from 17 to five and investing in
creatingmore collaborative work spaces,
including an overhaul of its UKHQ in
Nottingham. “People can alsomanage
their day how they want, including
different start and finish times,” explains
Simmonds. “Ourmessage is ‘whatever
works for you, we canmake work’, and
that’s had a really positive response.”
Whether by luck or design, the move

to flexible and hybrid working also came
at a time when the organisation had
increased its focus on diversity, equity

Work survey for the first time, and was
recognised as a Great Place toWork in
21 countries, with employees reporting
feeling connected to
the company’s culture
and purpose – even
the 3,000 people it has
hired remotely since the
pandemic began.The
culture itself, Simmonds
explains, is “a blend of
high performance and
people first”, with themost
positive aspects having been dialled up
during Covid. “People have mentioned
how great the culture here is, and
generally, behaviour drives a culture,”
she says. “Since being remote, people
have been a lot more collaborative, a lot
more thoughtful about how they engage
and include people in their teams, and
have put a lot more structure into how
they do that.”
But in theUK, given each of its global

offices are in countries at different stages
of the pandemic, developing its culture
with reduced face-to-face contact is

Thefinancial services firm is retaining its identity as itmoves to hybrid

“Peoplehavetold
mehowgreatour
cultureis”

In practice
Real organisations, real challenges

“Ourmessage
is,‘whatever
worksfor
you,we can
make work’”

Experian

Y
ou would expect one of the world’s
largest financial information
companies to be a whizz with
data. So it’s unsurprising that
global information services firm

Experian’s people and engagement data
has allowed it to navigate the pandemic
with relative ease in workforce terms.
It conducts annual and quarterly ‘pulse’
staff surveys, gauging everything from
its employees’ thoughts about working
for the company to their mental health,
with a people analytics team dedicated to
HR data able to provide insights to senior
executives and linemanagers. It even
uses data to predict attrition. Nomean
feat in a company of more than 20,000
employees across 44 countries. “Themain
use of our data is monitoring how people
feel about working here,” explains chief
people officer Jacky Simmonds. “We
share that with the operating committee
– each teammember takes ownership and
we take action where necessary.”
And it seems themajority of staff are

very happy working for Experian – in
2021 it undertook the Great Place to
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JackySimmonds says Experian
has gender diversity targets in
place and receives great support
from the company’s ED&I networks

and inclusion, with Simmonds having led
on creating the organisation’s first ever
global DE&I report, published in summer
2021.The firm’s chief diversity officer
in North America was also promoted
to global diversity officer. Previously,
each country did its own work in this
area, but there was “a lot of duplication
of effort,” she explains. “We felt it would
bemuch better to maximise our impact
if we brought it together globally, and we
had amuch better picture of where we
were,” she says. Experian now has plans
to capture demographic data globally
(although Simmonds admits that’s more
difficult in some countries), and has put
targets in place for gender diversity, aiming
for women tomake up 47 per cent of its
total workforce by 2024, compared to the
current 44 per cent, and for its executive
committee and their direct reports to
be 30 per cent female, compared to the
current 26 per cent.
Simmonds is also effusive about the

role employee networks have played – and
continue to play – in Experian’s ED&I
efforts, having been a constant source of
constructive feedback, and work is ongoing
to implement amore constant framework,
as their size and scale varies widely. “They’ve
been great in telling us what’s working and
not working,” explains Simmonds. “It’s
a fantastic opportunity for them to help us
tune in to what matters to employees.”
The employee networks have also been

involved in Experian’s pertinent work to
improve financial inclusion, both among
its staff and the communities it serves.
(In 2020, it launchedUnited for Financial
Health, an initiative that partners with
not-for-profits and aims to deliver tools
and resources to 100million people across
the globe by 2024.) Staff from its network
for black employees, Black at Experian,
recently undertookwork educating local
communities about access to credit and
personal finance. “That’s been a great
bridge, going into communities and sharing
what we do, but also getting feedback that
feeds into our product development for
underserved communities,” Simmonds says.
Experian’s plans show no sign of slowing

and Simmonds has ambitions for the
company tomake the top 25Great Places
toWork in the world in the not-too-distant
future: “Covid has given us the opportunity
to adapt, and it’s important to focus on how
we keep people connected to our purpose
and provide great career opportunities.”
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In practice
WestminsterDrugProject

A
lthough no sector has
been immune to the effects
of the pandemic, few have
felt it quite like health and
social care, with the extra
pressure on an already

overstretched workforce leaving many
staff burnt out, and some considering
leaving altogether.
But for many organisations in the

field, the extra challenges of the last
two years have also catalysed more
drastic, longer-term improvements
to how they hire, manage and care
for their people. For London-based
substance misuse charityWestminster
Drug Project (WDP), Covid
acted as a springboard for an
overhaul of its people strategy
to transform an “old-school”,
reactive and bureaucratic HR
function, explains head of
people and talent development
SymonWheelhouse.
During the four years

precedingWheelhouse joining
the charity in 2019, it had
successfully won five contracts
and almost doubled in size. “The
organisation kept growing and did lots
of positive work, but some structural
things weren’t there,”Wheelhouse

But despite not being able to stretch to
larger pay increases, the charity was still
able to introduce several cost-neutral
benefits after listening to employees’
needs. Staff now receive full sick pay
from the first day of absence for up to six
months, and then another six months
at half pay, which,Wheelhouse points
out, is commonly seen in the NHS.
Employees also have the right to request
flexible working from the first day of
their employment.
Alongside this, Wheelhouse and

his eight-strongHR team introduced
a number of family-friendly leave
policies, such as paid time off for a
child’s first day of school or for pet
bereavement, on top of leave for staff
undergoing IVF or gender transition,
or experiencing domestic abuse,
menopause and perimenopause.
“I wanted to look at a lot of people

policies and ask ‘what can I rip up and
chuck out of the window?’” he says.
“It’s not possible to do that in every set
of circumstances, but our people are
on the front line supporting the most
vulnerable in society, so it was really
important that we did this in as broad
a way as possible.”
Following the overhaul, recruitment

has increased exponentially, according

explains. A promotion into his current
role after a year gave him the green light
to push through his plans.
Today,WDPworks under a people

partnership model, and has a “cascade”
of information across different
departments thanks to HR partners
meeting with service and operations
managers once or twice a month. “They
have conversations about challenges,
recruitment needs and sickness absence
data, and look at where there might be
any issues,”Wheelhouse explains.
As part of its revamped people

strategy, the charity also carried out
a pay review and benchmarked all

starting salaries to the
upper quartile within the
sector, with almost all
(89 per cent) of its 380
staff seeing a total reward
increase. “However,
we’re still a charity
working with limited
funds,”Wheelhouse
highlights. “We’ll never
be able to offer the same
rates as the private sector,

but we can at least commit to being the
upper quartile – that’s sustainable for
us and more importantly, the best we
can do for our staff”.

The charity introduced benefits that were important
to employees but crucially didn’t break the bank

“Weneedtohelp
frontlinestaff
feelmorevalued”

“Iwantedtolook
atalotofpeople
policiesandask
‘whatcanIripup
andchuckoutof
thewindow?’”
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SymonWheelhouse says that, as a
charity,WDPcan’t pay the highest
wages but staffdeserve the best
possible pay andwellbeing support

toWheelhouse, with a marked
increase in applications and subsequent
appointments following the introduction
of the new policies – specifically in
nursing and frontline roles, against the
current tide of the sector.
“As a charity, supporting our staff

who in turn support vulnerable people
aligns really well,” he explains. “We’re
here to help people improve their
lives and it’s important for me as a
people practitioner to recognise that
all staff have lived experience, whether
that’s relevant to what we do as an
organisation or not.”
However,WDP’s benefits offering

is also helping to make waves across
the wider industry: the health and
social care sector is a “very competitive
tender environment”, and under
TUPE regulations, employees legally
retain their terms and conditions when
they are moved to a new employer.
“When people are looking at jobs,
they look at our benefits and rewards
package against all others, so it’s gently
encouraging other organisations within
the sector to say ‘WDP are offering this,
now we need to step up’.”
And this ‘ripple effect’ is particularly

important toWheelhouse as a
practitioner. “I like being a bit positively
disruptive,” he admits. “If there’s a way to
influence frontline workers in the sector
being better valued in any small way,
then people in positions of power need
to step up andmake those changes”.
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A
s HR teams returned to their
(mostly virtual) desks after the
festive break in January, any
residual feelings of relaxation
evaporated immediately.

They were rushing to cover Omicron-
related absences, desperately ramping
up recruitment to deal with skills
shortages and the threat of the ‘Great
Resignation’ and wondering whether
the next government announcement
could be the one that pushed their stress
levels over the edge. But there’s another
spectre at the table, and one that could
have even longer-term impacts on HR
strategy – high and rising inflation.
After decades of reasonably low

UK inflation and relatively low wage
increases as a result, when inflation hit
5.4 per cent in the year to December
– its highest rate in 30 years – many
economists and observers saw this as
a cause for concern. Unions called
for immediate action to protect

Will your
staffneed
apay rise
thisyear?
Record rates of
inflation and a
spiralling cost of living
mean employees are
feeling the squeeze
– butHR can help
WORDS JO FARAGHER

As thepriceof goodsandservices
continues toclimb, firmswill be
looking for innovativeways to
offerfinancial help toworkers

Cost of living crisis
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January found that 58 per cent of
businesses planned to raise prices for
goods and services in the next three
months, and from April the cap on
energy bills will be reviewed, meaning
thousands of households could face
huge rises in utility payments. Faced
with mounting bills and higher prices
at the supermarket, a 1 or 2 per cent
pay rise gets eaten up pretty quickly.
And in a tight labour market where
workers are evaluating their employers
with a critical eye, the knee-jerk
reaction could be to increase pay across
the board. RuthThomas, pay equity
strategist at Payscale.com, offers a word
of caution: “Tracking real wages gives
us a sense of just how much money you
have after you have adjusted for the
impact of inflation,” she says. “In the
years 2000 to 2008, real wages were
rising steadily. But since the financial
crisis they have flatlined, and we have
experienced a decade of lost real wage
growth.”The recent rises in inflation
will drive workers’ expectations, she
adds, and many employers will increase
wages amid fears that staff will move

for a better offer. “Raising wages is
one solution in the face of immediate
demand and perceived talent shortages,
but this is a very transactional
approach,” saysThomas. “Our research
supports that perceptions of fair pay
are more important when it comes to
talent retention than actual pay. So
hiking pay for new hires will drive
pay compression internally and you
actually put more talent at risk.”
Over the course of 2021, the

average pay rise in the private sector
hovered around 2 per cent, despite the
economic pressures of the pandemic.
But pay analysts predict this will
climb in 2022 due to the pressure on
reward teams to reflect cost of living
rises and hold on to restless staff.The
CIPD’s latest Labour Market Outlook,
covering autumn 2021, found that pay
intentions for the coming year had
already grown to 2.5 per cent in the
private sector. KenMulkearn, director
of research at Incomes Data Research,
takes a similar view. “Most pay setting
takes place in January and April and
we’ll probably see the median [pay rise]

workers on lower pay, claiming
they would face a cost of living crisis
without real-term pay rises. In April,
when the national living wage is set
to increase by 6.6 per cent to £9.50
per hour, this won’t be enough to
absorb the cost of living rises caused
by inflation, as workers will also face a
1.25 per cent hike in national insurance
contributions and tax.The Institute for
Fiscal Studies said that “price increases
of this magnitude have significant
implications for living standards”,
using the example of an individual with
a salary income of £30,000 in April
2021 (and post-tax income of £24,060)
needing to see wage growth of 7.1 per
cent to April 2022 in order to maintain
the same standard of living. Former
Bank of England chief economist Andy
Haldane, meanwhile, warned of “the
sort of wage-price spiral familiar from
the 1970s and 1980s” if organisations
tried to outpace prices with wages.
While a return to “stagflation”

of the 1970s is unlikely (see box on
page 28), Haldane’s warning is not
without foundation. A poll by the
British Chambers of Commerce in

Anenergybill pricecap review
inApril couldmeanemployees’
paybeing further squeezed
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“Ifemployers
don’tmaintain
thevalueof
staffwagesit
hasanimpact
onmorale”

increase further,” he says. “Inflation
affects everyone so is important for
annual pay reviews. But pay tends to lag
behind inflation, so most rises will lag
the former and be below it. Employers
generally want to maintain the value of
their employees’ wages relative to the
cost of living, affordability permitting.
If they don’t, there’s an impact on
morale because employees are dealing
with petrol price rises, the cost of
clothing and the like.”
CIPD senior reward adviser Charles

Cotton warns against simply offering
lucrative starting salaries in a bid to lure
in hard-to-find talent, however. “The
problem with giving new recruits more
money is that you have to justify why
they’re getting it and the rest
of the workforce isn’t. Perhaps
it’s new skills, but over time
that diminishes as existing staff
acquire them, creating potential
pay disparities and disputes,” he
says. Being open and fair about
how pay is set, and offering a
rate that provides employees
with a reasonable standard
of living is more important,
he advises.This could take a number
of guises: increasing pay frequency
so employees can cope if there is a
sudden financial emergency; financial
education or awareness programmes
that stop them getting into trouble in
the first place; higher than statutory

occupational sick pay or support with
living costs such as childcare or travel.
“Crucially, employers need to normalise
conversations about money so people
don’t feel embarrassed seeking help.
The earlier they can act, the less likely
money problems will impact their
mental wellbeing and productivity,”
Cotton adds.
If across-the-board pay rises are not

manageable, how can reward teams
make their reward budgets go further?
“First, have a strategy that’s longer than
one or two months,” advises Duncan
Brown, an independent reward adviser
and principal associate at the Institute
for Employment Studies. “For much
of the pandemic, HR and reward

teams were simply getting
through to the end of
the week, dealing with
issues such as furlough.
Now they need to give
this time and resource.
Think about what will
recruit, retain and engage
staff rather than the cost.
If you’re looking to cut
costs first, you’re looking

at it the wrong way round.”
Eva Jesmiatka, rewards director

at Willis Towers Watson, says this
approach is becoming more common
among clients. “A lot of companies
are looking at reward in the context
of the broader employee experience,”

she explains. “Lots of people right
now are thinking about a change in
career so they’re considering ‘what do
we offer as a company?’ and ‘how can
we be an appealing employer?’ because
they don’t have an endless amount of
money to throw at the issue.” In the
talent-hungry digital sector, she adds
by example, employers are looking at
what skills development they offer
rather than over-inflated salaries.
Willis Towers Watson’s research into
what employees value identified four,
non-financial elements: the purpose of
the organisation and whether they feel
inspired by it; the type of work people
do; the type of career they can have;
and how they are treated. “Leaders
assume employees want more money,
but really they want opportunities to
grow and develop, or a better work-life
balance,” she says.
Indeed, changes to work patterns or

job design can have a major influence
on employees’ satisfaction with their
salary. “Take stock of how you organise
jobs and whether you can improve
employee productivity by making
people work smarter rather than
harder,” advises Cotton. “Productivity
improvements will pay for increases
in wages, while upskilling people
means they can progress in their
careers but is also beneficial for the
company.” Offering flexible working
arrangements, reasonable notice of

Howdoes inflationactuallywork?

Cost of living crisis

Put simply, inflation is the rate atwhichprices
are rising for goodsand services. Small
increases in inflationmay feel unnoticeable, but
over the long termcanhavean impact onhow
far ourwageswill stretch– thecost of living. If
wages rise in linewith inflation, in theory that
cost of living should bemanageable. Aboveor
below-inflationary pay rises couldmean the
differencebetweenbeing able tomanagean
unexpectedbill andbeing thrown into debt.
That cost of living rose5.4per cent in the

year toDecember 2021: the highest rate of
inflation for 30years. This ismeasuredby
theconsumerprice index (CPI), which tracks
the averagepriceofmore than720goods

and servicespurchasedbyhouseholds. But
a number of unionswant employers and the
public sector to basewage increases on the
retail price index (RPI), which tends tobe
higher. TheRPI takes into account the cost
ofmortgages, so unions argue this is amore
accurate reflection ofwhat employees spend.
In their terms, the6.6per cent rise in the
national livingwage from£8.91 to£9.50 inApril
2022will bebelow inflation, andworkers on this
ratewill struggle to cover the rising cost of living.
InDecember, theBankof Englanddecided

to increase interest rates for the first time in
three years in response to rising inflation, from
a record lowof0.1 per cent to0.25per cent.

Increasing interest rates is awayof preventing
inflation from rising at an unmanageable rate,
as it softensdemand for goodsas thecost of
borrowing rises. Interest rates havebeenat a
record low since the start of thepandemic.
InNovember 2020, the government

announcedplans to overhaul theway it
measures inflation, soby2030,RPIwill be
replacedbyCPIH.CPIH includes housing
costs, but uses ‘rental equivalence’ that looks
at howmuch someonewould pay in rental for
their property.While this is unlikely to havea
major effect onpaybargaining, thousandsof
employeeswith pensions in definedbenefit (or
final salary) schemescould endupworseoff.



shifts and guaranteed hours not only
improves the financial wellbeing of
workers, but the reputation of the
business. He adds: “This not only
impacts employees, but also the
organisation as it helps you to stand

out in the labour market. Customers
don’t want to buy from businesses
that exploit workers, and investors
scrutinise this too.”
The pandemic increased

employees’ focus on
physical wellbeing
and mental health
support, so ensure these
benefits are prominently
communicated, advises
Steve Herbert, head
of benefits strategy at
Howden Employee
Benefits andWellbeing:
“Many group income
protection plans have tools free of
charge that they didn’t have five or
10 years ago, such as free remote GP
appointments. Or helping employees
understand how to manage their
salary through a financial intelligence
session is nothing compared to the
cost of a pay rise.” Smaller, relatively
low-cost perks such as local discounts
or subscriptions to mindfulness apps
can also have a positive impact on
engagement where reward budgets
are tight, he adds.
And if employees don’t know

what’s available, that budget will go
to waste whatever you offer. Stuart
Hyland, head of reward advisory
for Europe at Aon, says the current
situation is an opportunity for
reward professionals as well as a
challenge. “During the last recession
when pay was higher than inflation
we reminded employees that, for
example, they get life insurance so
they don’t need to get that from
their mortgage provider. Or that
their reward package included a
tool that can help with the value of
their shopping. Communicate with
employees about the other benefits
they receive from working for you
as an employer – not just salary,”
he says. Where organisations have
invested in large-scale online reward
platforms, reinforce areas that can
soften the impact of price rises – a

purchasing scheme that enables the
business to buy supermarket vouchers
at a discounted rate, for example.
“There will always be someone that
can pay people more,” adds Hyland,
“but you can build loyalty by showing
employees you were there with them
through thick and thin. This year will
be difficult for a lot of people, and
showing them what they can have can
create a sense of togetherness.”

Looking forward,
organisations are taking a
broader, longer-term view
of how pay sits with their
values. As part of the push
towards ‘good work’, they
argue, that should also mean
a fair wage and transparency
about how wages are set.
This is reflected in the
huge number of companies

signing up to become Living
Wage employers, offering a higher
minimum rate set by the Living
Wage Foundation rather than the
government’s statutory minimum.
More than 3,000 organisations have
signed up to pay this rate – £9.90 an
hour outside London and £11.05 an
hour in the capital – since the start
of the pandemic. “Covid upped the
ante on awareness of the LivingWage
in the UK and its counterparts in
other countries,” adds Brown. “The
low-cost, low-pay, just-in-time model
has been exposed as totally undesirable
in many settings. At the moment
we have high price inflation but low
employee bargaining power, and this
could be an opportunity to turn this
around.” At the lower-paid end of the
spectrum, real cash rises make more
of a difference, he argues: something
that has driven a rise in unionisation in
recent years (6.2 million to 6.6 million
between 2016 and 2020, according to
the Resolution Foundation) in a bid to
secure a decent standard of living for
those in precarious employment.
With some predictions of a 2023

election, it’s unlikely the current
government will ignore the Low Pay
Commission’s recommendations
that the national living wage hits
two-thirds of the median wages in
2024, adds Mulkearn. “The pressure
on the statutory floor is generally

While the current rate of inflation may seem
high at around 5 per cent, this will seem
like small fry to anyone who was in the

workforce in the 1970s. In the early part of
the decade, it was assumed that periods of
high inflation were not a problem – a growing
economymeant businesses would hire

more people, there would bemore demand
for goods and services and this would keep
consumer prices down. But after the oil
crisis of 1973 forced petrol prices up sky
high, inflation spiked, reaching a high of

22.6 per cent in 1975.
The end result was stagflation, where the
prices of staple goods grew quicker than
overall economic growth. The government
ended up rationing electricity, there were
queues at fuel pumps and unemployment
grew because factory production became
more expensive. An enforced three-day
week was introduced. In the latter part of
the decade, trade unions beganmaking pay
increase demands way above the 5 per cent
cap the Labour government had imposed,
and 1979 brought a wave of strikes and what
became known as the ‘winter of discontent’.
Thatcher’s Conservative government came
into power in May that year, and its first task
was a sharp rise in interest rates. This tamed
inflation, but unemployment and industrial
unrest continued to soar until the late

1980s. The following three decades have
seen governments maintain a balance of
relatively low inflation and interest rates, but
also minimal wage increases in real terms.

“Customers
don’twant
tobuyfrom
businesses
thatexploit
workers”

Cost of living crisis

Whywedon’twant to
goback to the 1970s
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The 1970ssawABBAdominate thecharts, but against abackdropof
inflation, unemploymentandan
enforced three-dayweek



upwards and with
talk about a high-
wage economy and
levelling up, there’s
political pressure to keep
it that way, so I don’t see
the target changing.”
Nikos Bozionelos, professor

of international HR management
at emlyon business school, adds
that unions and other bodies will use
inflation to argue for a hefty increase,
but this does not guarantee it will
happen. “On the other hand, the
government may use the argument
that it has already pumped substantial
amounts of money to support the
economy and the active population,
along with the healthcare system,
during the Covid crisis. Or it might
argue that the Covid situation is only
temporary, so it cannot implement
long-lasting changes as response to a
temporary state,” he says. There have
been some discussions in government
about not going ahead with April’s
tax and NI increases, but Bozionelos
adds that “much will depend on the
will of the government, as Covid
showed that health and social services
are critical and they must be funded
accordingly. NI contributions serve
exactly that purpose.”
Ken Charman, CEO of

uFlexReward, a spin-off of
Unilever, believes HR and
reward professionals must
become more data driven so
they can offer employees a
package that matches their
needs but also those of the
business. “Digitising reward
makes a big difference,” he

argues. “It means you can target tools
to help employees while not increasing
the total labour cost of the business
by trying to keep wages apace with
inflation.” In theory, this would allow
employees to, for example, consider
swapping out certain perks for cash one
year because they need the money. “The
technology is there to allow employees
to decide for themselves rather than
companies making paternalistic
decisions about what they think
employees need, and I predict we’ll see
more of this as we see more pull in the
marketplace,” he adds.
As employment itself becomes more

flexible in the longer term, with workers
taking up multiple contracts or
juggling side hustles with their
core roles, reward will need
to become more responsive
to follow suit, Charman says.
And while it’s complicated
to take a global view on
fair pay, a number of global
employers are now looking at
how they build sustainable

and fair policies across their regions
and into the supply chain. Schneider
Electric, for example, has a global pay
equity framework that helps teams
in different countries to benchmark
salary data and overcome some of the
complexities, and extends expectations
around fair play to its bigger suppliers.
Other options to increase wage
flexibility include ‘earned wage access’
tools such as Wagestream, which allow
employers to offer workers access to
money they have already earned before
their usual pay day.
The pandemic has brought almost

two years of disruption, with HR
having to think on its feet and react
to events and announcements as
they dropped.The labour market
may be tight and employees eager to
chase a pay rise while their skills are
in demand. But with high inflation
predicted to last beyond 2022 –
providing pay decisions are fair,
transparent, and enable a reasonable
standard of living – is it time to play
the long game on reward?

Moreemployersare signingup
tooffer theLivingWageaspart of
thepush towards ‘goodwork’
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“Digitising
rewardmakes
adifference.It
allowsstaff
todecidefor
themselves”
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“Mymale
linemanagers
saw it as
a joke”

Employment tribunals citingmenopause have
skyrocketed – so why is there so little support for those
suffering from its often debilitating symptoms?

WORDSVERITYGOUGH
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Motivatedbyherownnegative
experience,DawnCokerhopes
tonormalise themenopause
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raise awareness of the importance of
menopause rights at work. “It’s taken so
long to be addressed in theworkplace,
because in the pastmany of themore
senior positions were held bymen,”
she adds.What’smore, whilemost
experience themenopause between the
age of 45 and 55, some can be affected
much earlier, further compounding the
reluctance to speak up, andwithmore
than 30 recognised symptoms that can
begin years before (in the perimenopause)
and persist thereafter, woman can suffer
symptoms such asmemory loss and
digestive issues, through to osteoarthritis,
palpitations and hair loss.
“Hot flushes can be both embarrassing

and distractingwhen occurring in the
work environment, and an increased
need to go to the toilet can also disrupt
sleep, leavingwomen tired and lacking
in energy.When combined, these
menopausal symptoms can erode both
wellbeing and confidence,” addsDr
NickyKeay, an endocrinologist, chief
medical officer at Forth and an active
member ofTheMenopause Society.

The legal implications
From a legal perspective, developing
a robustmenopause policy andwellbeing
support strategywill ultimately
help businesses retain talented and
experienced staff and avoid costly

lawsuits, but statistics
show that the number of
employment tribunals that
include references to the
menopause is on the rise,
more than tripling from
five in 2018 to 16 in 2020:
“We are receiving increasing
numbers of queries regarding
this issue, and although
I haven’t had any claims
specifically on it, it’s likely we

will seemore in the future,” saysMaria
Hoeritzauer, a partner atCrossland
Employment Solicitors. “If an employee
is the subject of derogatory comments
about hot flushes or night sweats, even if
they are not intended to be offensive, that
could constitute harassment on grounds
of sex, age and/or disability,” she explains.
“Compensation under the Equality

Act is uncapped,meaning employees can
claim for loss of earnings, loss of pensions
and issue proceedings against individuals

T
heUKhas nearly fourmillion
employedwomen aged between 45
and 55,making themenopausal
age group the largest proportion of
the current workforce. According

to a 2021 report from50PlusChoices
Employers Taskforce, a quarter of women
consider giving upwork as a result of
menopause symptoms, while a 2019
CIPD study found that almost a third of
respondents were forced to take sick leave.
Worryingly, data from theMenopause
ExpertsGroup found that suicide rates
inwomen ofmenopausal age have also
risen by six per cent in the last 20 years.
Add to this the jump in the number of
employment tribunals citingmenopause-
related discrimination, coupledwith
the risk towomen’s pensions from
early retirement caused bymenopause
symptoms, and the outlook for women in
theworkplace certainly looks bleak.

Whysuchapoor response?
Despite the damning statistics, the
majority of organisations only pay lip
service to the issue. A study byAviva
found that one in three people say their
workplace doesn’t offer any support to
those experiencingmenopause symptoms
andmore than half would not discuss
menopausewith theirmanager: “If
colleagues were tomake a joke about
any other protected characteristic in
theworkplace there would
be consequences,” says Lynda
Bailey, co-founder and director
of TalkingMenopause.The
complete absence of reference
to themenopause inmany
companies’ policies around
reasonable adjustments,
performance and absence
management, and recruitment
and retention, shows how
dismissive companies are.
Worse still, many symptoms are
potentially embarrassing,meaning
employees don’t feel comfortable
citing themenopause as a reason
for quitting their job.
“Historically, ourmothers and

grandmothers never discussed the
menopause.Womenwere taught to
put upwith their symptoms and not
complain,” saysDr Shirin Lakhani,
a women’s intimate health specialist who
is currently collaboratingwithMPs to

“Aquarter
ofwomen
considergiving
upworkas
aresultof
menopause”

in theworkplace, who could have
personal liability for any compensation
awarded,” addsKateHindmarch,
head of employment law at Langleys
Solicitors. “This type of case can damage
an employer’s standing in terms of being
a good and reasonable employer, and
supporting the health andwellbeing of all
employees – not just women,” she notes.

Breaking the taboo
Themenopause has recently gained
traction in themedia thanks to frank
discussions by celebrities likeDavina
McCall and EmmaThompson, while
MPCarolynHarris’s campaign in 2021
for women to receive free hormone
replacement therapy (HRT) prescriptions
has also brought the subject to the fore.
“There is growing recognition from
employers that they need to improve
theirmenopause support if theywant
to recruit and retainwomenwho are
often at the peak of their careers,” says
ClaireMcCartney, senior resourcing and
inclusion adviser at theCIPD. “This ties
intowider changes employers aremaking
to support amoremature workforce,
given people are nowworking for longer.”
Indeed, there are plenty of examples of

companies that are ensuringmenopause-
positive experiences for their employees.
Timpson has offered to pay forHRT
prescriptions for its 450 female staff
going through themenopause, and

menopause rights at work. “It’s taken so 

much earlier, further compounding the 

begin years before (in the perimenopause) 
and persist thereaft er, woman can suff er 

digestive issues, through to osteoarthritis, 

“Hot fl ushes can be both embarrassing DrShirinLakhani isworking to
raise theprofileofmenopause
issues in theworkplace
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“Thereis
alotof
mysteryand
misinformation
aboutthis
lifestage”

DawnCoker, founderandCEOof
Access2Funding, hascreatedahealthand
wellbeingpolicy that normalisesmenopause

“I was thrown into earlymenopauseat 37
followingahysterectomy,whichwaschallenging
working in thebanking sector, wherecolleagues
had little to nounderstanding. I sufferedwith
debilitating andembarrassing symptoms,
includingmemory loss thatmademe feel stupid,
andhorrific hot flushes that causedmyhair tobe
plastered tomyheadwithperspiration.

“WhileHR is prevalent in the finance sector,
knowledgeandunderstandingofmenopause

has found the initiative has prompted
more open discussions: “Themost
important benefit is that people feelmore
comfortable to talk aboutmenopause;
the fact we are paying for
theHRTprescriptions is
a by-product,” explains Laura
Garside,menopause champion
atTimpson.
“Themore general shift

towards conversations about
diversity and inclusion is
helpingwithmuch of the heavy
lifting ofmindset shift,” says
LesleyCooper, co-author of
DangerousWaters and founder
andCEOofWorkingWell. “Leadership
is takingmore interest inwellbeing at
an individual level, rather than through
a purely team-focused lens, whichmakes
the ‘menopause impacts’ conversation
much easier to have,” she adds.
However,HR should bemindful

of the approach it takes to ensure
inclusivity in its policies and processes:
“It is difficult to gauge statistically the
number of people who experience the
menopause from the non-binary, trans
or intersex communities. Experiences
and perceptionsmay also differ in
relation to disability, age, race, religion,

Menopause

“Mynegativeexperience
helpedmedevelopour
menopausepolicy”

and its experiences is not.Genderdiversity is
poor, withwomenmakingup just 20per cent of
major financial services executive committees.
Allmydirect linemanagersweremen,who
didn’t understandwhy sometimes I needed to
sit by awindow for freshair or havea fanonmy
desk. It wasalmost a joke to them.Noone
wanted to talk aboutmenopause, so I put on
abrave face. In 2014, I joined thehousing sector
andfinally felt able to openup. I partneredwith
theHR teamandhelped to roll out support to
staff, especially for female health issues.

“I launchedourmenopausepolicy in June last
year,motivatedbymyownnegative

experiences.Weareagrowingbusinesswith
apredominantly femalemanagement team that
Iwant to retain, andwhoseneeds Iwant to
recognise in thewayminewerenot. I alsowant to
increaseunderstandingofmenopause in the
workplace formalemanagers andensure they
are trained to support female staff, aswell as
women in their personal lives, too. The
menopausepolicy encouragescolleagues to
openly andcomfortably instigate conversations
about themenopause.Noone should feel too
embarrassed to talk about anatural transition,
so thepolicy encouragesemployees to inform
their linemanager at anearly stage if theyare
experiencingmenopausal symptoms, so it can
be treatedasanongoinghealth issue, rather
than individual instancesof ill-health.

“It was receivedwith great enthusiasm,
especially asmost employeesare female, but
Iwasalso contacteddirectly by twomen in the
business to applaud thepolicy and training as it
provided themwith a greater understandingof
howmenopausewasaffecting theirwives.”

sexual orientation, ormarital or civil
partnership status. It is important
to recognise that people’s individual
experiences of themenopausemay

differ greatly,” points out
MelanieDarlington,HR
technicalmanager at risk
management business
Alcumus, which has
developed itsmenopause
strategy alongside a global
programme to champion
women in the organisation
tomeet their full potential.
“We encourage people to
talk about this subject with

colleagues facing the same issues and
learnmore about howwe can support
our female employees and create a great
work environment,” she explains.

Theroleof the linemanager
The importance of training line
managers is something companies with
effectivemenopause policies stress is the
key driver to success, asGosia Bowling,
national lead for emotional wellbeing at
NuffieldHealth, explains: “There’s a lot
ofmystery andmisinformation about
this life stage.Managers need to talk
with both thewomen andmen on their

team about how theymight approach
accommodation strategies like flexible
work schedules, options towork from
home, delivering company training or
work condensed hours so employees
can take an extra day off formore rest
and recuperation.” She believes that
whenmenopausal transition is addressed
as a relevant, work-related issue,
businesses will see a positive impact on
productivity, culture and the bottom line.
McCartney also highlights thatHR

professionals needs to bemore proactive
about creating ormaintaining a culture
where themenopause can be talked
aboutmore openly while training line
managers on this issue, as theywill
most likely be the first port of call:
“Employers shouldn’t take the view
that because they’ve got a policy their
work is done.They should be aiming to
get to the point where themenopause is
treated as a health condition and open,
supportive conversations are the norm.
They should also understandwhat simple
adjustments can bemade tomake those
experiencingmenopause symptoms feel
more comfortable in theworkplace – and
what supportmight also be available
through occupational health and
employee assistance programmes.”



Menopauseworkshops
haveprovenpopularwith
bothwomenandmen
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Leading theway
One organisation that hasmade
incredible leaps is law firmBrowne
Jacobson; its appointedmenopause
sponsor, legal director for risk and
complianceMandyCooling, has created
several initiatives that have led to the
firmbeing accreditedwithmenopause-
friendly status. Aswell as launching
a policy endorsed by colleagues with lived
experience, Cooling has established a
thriving community thatmeets quarterly
and ensures thatmenopause support
stays on the agenda all year round, while
the private peer-to-peer community on
the company’s socialmedia channels
helps to signpost staff andmanagers to
resources theymight need. “Three other
colleagues andmyself also shared our
lived experience ofmenopause in an hour-
longwebinar, whichwas open to all, and
wewere pleased that some of ourmale
colleagues joined us,” she adds.
Aster Group – a housing

association that employs
more than 1,450 people –
has also received acclaim for
its progressive approach to
menopause policy development,
as chief transformation officer
Rachel Credidio explains:
“One of the key initiatives
we introduced was ‘Pause for
Men’ – a series of workshops for
male colleagues to help them
understand themenopause, and how
they can help.”The organisation also
runs its ‘hot topic’ discussion group and
regular sofa sessions to provide video
e-learning, webinars and workshops on
nutrition, exercise andHRT.
Since introducing this raftof initiatives

three years ago, the proportionofAster’s
workforcewho said they felt uneasy
discussing themenopause has dropped
from43per cent to just four per cent.

“There is real societal
stigma around the
menopause, which
makes talking about it
at work challenging. I
like to thinkwe have
a progressive culture
at Aster, but even so,
continuous education
has played a crucial
role in bringing our
employees alongwith us

in developing ourmenopause support
offering – it still does now,”Credidio says.
Insurance firmZurichUKhas also

beenworking to develop itsmenopause-
friendly policy, and has hosted a
menopause café and group ideation
sessions, where employees and leaders have
shared their experiences and suggestions:
“We’ve learned our colleagues
want a supportive and empathetic
environment, where symptoms don’t
need to be hidden andwhere they are
given flexibility and support.This enables
people to continue to thrive in their
careers, without letting themenopause
become a blocker,” explains Steve
Collinson, head of the firm’sUKpeople
team. “With the impending recruitment
crisis, retaining valuable talent has never
beenmore important.”
The tide does appear to be changing,

andwith education, awareness and
discussion, the future is lookingmore

open: “This is definitely
not just a ‘hot topic’ but
one that needs sustained
attention, and given
our changing labour
market demographics,
employers recognise
they need to adjust from
a business perspective
but also amoral one,”
saysMcCartney.
Addressing this

sensitive issue is certainly not a ‘one
size fits all’ approach, but providing
affected staffwith care and support,
and encouraging open conversations to
identify issues will normalisemenopause
in theworkplace and help retain the
wealth of expertise and talent that
women of all ages provide.
✶ Find CIPD resources on supporting employees
through themenopause at bit.ly/
CIPDMenopauseGuidance

MenopauseMenopause

“Havingopen
conversations
toidentifyissues
willnormalise
menopausein
theworkplace”
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RachelCredidiohasput in
placeahostof initiatives that
havehelped reduce thestigma
attached tomenopause
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AI can take the legwork out
of recruitment

– but with debates over algor
ithm bias and

the risk of human redundan
cies still raging,

HRneeds to tread carefully

On paper, artificial
intelligence-powered
recruitment sounds ideal.
Computer programmes
that can take all the

hard work out of hiring and write job
descriptions, source suitable candidates
from pools of millions, screen out
unsuitable applicants and even assess
their personality and attributes via
video interview? It’s little wonder the
technology has already proved popular
with thousands of organisations.

And yet, the concept on paper is
very different to reality – and far
from the perfect, technology-driven
haven that was intended. As well
as widely reported issues with bias

Whattype
ofperson
woulda
robothire?

WORDS ROBGRAY
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“Organisations should also be
evaluating the use of AI by asking
candidates and hiring managers for

feedback and responding
accordingly. They should
also monitor the impact
AI has on the diversity
of its candidates.”

While it’s currently
the responsibility of
employers to monitor
the impact of AI on
candidates, there are
growing calls for more

oversight and governance in this
space. The All-Party Parliamentary
Group on the Future of Work
is calling for employers to pre-

among some AI recruitment tools
(for example, in 2018, Amazon
was forced to scrap an AI hiring
programme it had been testing after
the algorithm, which was based
on 10 years’ worth of application
data predominantly from men,
taught itself to screen out female
candidates), it has also rightly raised
widespread concern about roles being
at risk of being replaced altogether by
algorithms as the technology gathers
pace. So with this in mind, do the
time and money-saving advantages
of automation actually come at too
high a cost when weighed up with the
potential risks – logistical, legal and
reputational – of AI getting it wrong?

Above all, use of AI in the
recruitment process needs to be
relevant to the role, fair and inclusive
to all candidates, says Hayfa
Mohdzaini, senior research
adviser at the CIPD. That
means implementing it with
thought and care to ensure
the applicant, not just the
organisation, is considered
– and that it aligns with
an employer’s values and
brand. “AI needs to be
tested before rollout and
routinely afterwards to ensure it’s not
introducing bias or disadvantage into
the process and is easily accessible
for all candidates,” says Mohdzaini.

“AI needsto
betested
beforerollout
toensureit’s
notintroducing
anybias”

Amazon’sAIhiringalgorithm
cameunderfire in2018when it
taught itself to screenoutwomen
usingmale-dominateddata
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emptively
consider
the impact
of using
automated
decision-
making
technologies
on workers from
as early as the design
stage. The government
is also exploring six priority
areas for developing an
effective AI assurance system,
which includes introducing
regulation and mandatory third-
party audits of AI tools.

One significant aspect of the

rhetoric
around
AI is its
perceived
ability
to help

organisations
make more

objective
and transparent

decisions. However,
according to Dimitra
Petrakaki, professor of

technology and organisation at the
University of Sussex Business School
and member of the Digital Futures
at Work Research Centre (Digit),
this is largely based on the view that
replacing humans for technology
also means that bias, emotions and
subjectivity are removed. “There is
evidence that suggests this is not
the case,” he says. “AI technologies
remain political technologies by
their design. This means as humans
develop AI, their assumptions and
stereotypes are transferred and
become reflected in the AI.

For example,
AI may
discriminate
against candidates
on the basis of
their postcode or
accent, reflecting
assumptions
about candidates’
socioeconomic
backgrounds.
Similarly, the ability of artificial
intelligence to interpret information
on the basis of patterns found in
existing data sets also indicates that
AI is prone to produce bias.”

As long as humans are behind
their design, says Petrakaki, it will
always be challenging to create
watertight AI systems for hiring.
Yet there are ways of critically
reviewing the decisions they make
post hoc, and challenging them as
and when needed to ensure bias
does not creep into the process.
Among the key questions to address
are whether the algorithm makes
decisions on the basis of candidates’
performance independently of
their characteristics, and whether

“Both human-based and AI-based
recruitment processes can have bias –
but humans cannot be audited or
reprogrammed,” says Pieter Schalkwijk,
director of talent acquisition at Kraft Heinz
International Zone. “When using AI in your
recruitment process, it should be designed
in such a way that it can be continuously
audited and checked for bias.”

Not only does the food and beverages
giant audit its AI for bias,
it also uses AI to analyse
job descriptions in a
further effort to reduce
any unfairness, helping
recruiters find language
that is inclusive of all
gender and age groups.

As well as this, the
company also uses a
gamified assessment
to evaluate a candidate’s
cognitive and
behavioural attributes.
Before the AI is deployed, the
algorithm is heavily checked and audited
for any bias through an open-sourced
algorithm auditing tool.

“We will likely slowly increase the use
of AI in the recruitment process, always
testing and learning in a way that will
improve and de-bias our process,”
says Schalkwijk. “But we will use the
insights from the AI as extra data
points, not to replace human interviews
from our process.”

HOWKRAFTHEINZ
RECRUITSUSING
ALGORITHMS

Hiring with AI

Not only does the food and beverages 
giant audit its AI for bias, 
it also uses AI to analyse 

recruiters fi nd language 

to evaluate a candidate’s 

EmyRumble-Mettle’s
organisationusesonline
testing tohelpkeep jobads
genderneutral and unbiased

PieterSchalkwijk says the
companyplans to increase
itsuseofAI in recruitment
butwon’t replace interviews

“Ashumans
developAI,their
assumptions
andstereotypes
aretransferred
andreflected”
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it can make hiring decisions that
reflect principles of equity, or
if their decisions are driven by
performance standards that assume
their general applicability.

For larger employers with more
significant recruitment pipelines,
however, hiring automation has
a compelling allure. Consumer
goods giant Unilever, for example,
receives more than two million
applications in an average year. Given
the high volume and associated
time pressures – not to mention the
added uncertainties in the
era of a global pandemic
– the company has found
automated online testing can
offer candidates a unified,
simple, user-friendly journey
with feedback in real time.

“Online testing has
proven very successful
as part of our selection
processes for early career
programmes,” says global head of
employee experience Tom Dewaele.
“The way in which we feed back
to applicants varies based on the
role, market and recruitment tools
used. For example, candidates that
complete our global gamification
online assessment receive constructive

“Wewantedto
createjobads
thatignite
interestforas
manypeople
aspossible”

“Nowisthe
timeforHR
professionals
toupskilland
findouthow
AI toolswork”

feedback that is
automated, but our
recruitment team is
always on hand to
support candidates.”

Similarly, betting
and entertainment
group Flutter uses
Textio across two
of its businesses
to actively
evaluate the
language used
in its job adverts
and ensure they
are gender neutral

and unbiased. Chief
people officer for

the UK and Ireland,
Emy Rumble-Mettle,

appreciates the value they
bring to the company:. “Much of
the language inherent in the talent
space has been perceived as biased,
so we wanted to rule that out as
quickly as we could and create
adverts that ignite interest for as
many people as possible.”

Nevertheless, she stresses that
while AI will undoubtedly play a
part in advancing the candidate
experience at Flutter, it will
act as an enhancement of the
people experience rather than a
replacement. “We wouldn’t want to
lose our customer-centric focus by
leaving some of the key decisions
of our talent agenda to an AI tool,”
she explains. “Our colleagues will

always have a key part
in how we apply more
laser-focused emerging
practices to our business
without losing the human
touch. AI is an enabler
for our business, not a
strategic lever.”

Fears around job
automation have also
received substantial focus

in recent years; PwC’s recent Hopes
and Fears study found that three in
five (60 per cent) respondents are
concerned about the issue, with two
in five (39 per cent) thinking their
jobs could become obsolete within
five years. And the worries are by no
means unfounded; 2019 data from

the Office for National Statistics
found 7.4 per cent of 20 million
jobs analysed – around 1.5 million
in total – were at high risk of being
automated in the future, including 58
per cent of administrative HR roles
and 40 per cent of HR and industrial
relations officer roles. However, this
overlooks the huge opportunity for
HR and recruitment professionals

to upskill into
new professional
categories: domain
experts capable of
bringing together
the right technology
that reduces the
administrative
burden, a data-
driven approach
that enhances

decision-making, and a human-led
approach that produces real results
for members of the workforce.

Rob McCargow, technology
impact leader at PwC UK,
issues a clarion call for people
practitioners: “Now is the time
for HR professionals to upskill
themselves in how AI tools work,
how to challenge vendors on their
approach to mitigating risk, and how
to implement effective governance
that takes into account the particular
features of these technologies.”

The sentiment is echoed by
organisational psychologist
and author of I, Human Tomas
Chamorro-Premuzic, who argues the
only intelligent solution is to invest
in reskilling and upskilling. Just like
in any technological evolution or
revolution before, technology and
innovation will destroy certain jobs
while creating others, he says, but the
new jobs require new and improved
skills from humans. We need to
worry not about AI’s ability to replace
humans in mundane and predictable
tasks or jobs, he explains, but about
whether humans can acquire the
skills to deploy their creativity and
imagination in new, more complex
jobs that AI cannot do.

Chamorro-Premuzic advises
that best practice should be based
on a simple principle: humans
augmented by AI is still better than

TomasChamorro-Premuzic
advocates tactical reskilling
andupskilling toensurehumans
canworkcreativelyalongsideAI

Hiring with AI
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one without the other. This means
that AI should be used to take
care of predictable, repetitive, and
low-level tasks, leaving humans to
provide the creativity, curiosity, and
empathy that AI cannot provide.
He suggests thinking of AI as a
prediction engine: its accuracy and
fairness depends on the quality of the
training data, as well as the strength
of the patterns in the data.

“The problem of bias, at
least in HR, is nothing new
in the AI world,” he says. “It
often derives from the problem
of replicating human bias.
Because the training data or
observations that we use to help
AI learn are themselves based
on biased outcomes or data,
we are transferring human bias
onto AI, and then replicating
it or augmenting it at scale.”

He gives the example of training
self-driving cars, during which
humans classify objects as traffic
lights, trees, or pedestrians, so AI can
quickly learn to detect traffic lights,
trees and pedestrians. However,
when AI is trained to identify high-
potential employees or people who
are a good cultural fit, the training

data is based on human preferences.
“In other words, we ask AI to learn
which people are generally designated
as high potential or a strong fit in a
given system without realising that
those people may not necessarily
be great at their job – they are just
popular or privileged,” Chamorro-
Premuzic explains.

So, when chatbots are accused
of sexism because they successfully

predict that middle-
aged white male
engineers are more
likely to get promoted,
they are not being biased
or sexist, they have
just reverse engineered
the algorithm that is
currently used in that
organisation. But fixing
the problem, he says,

entails not asking AI to predict
biased preferences. Instead, it should
be trained to predict actual value
added, talent, and performance,
which calls for careful measurement
of such attributes. This, Chamorro-
Premuzic emphasises, is not a task for
AI, but one for humans.

Duncan Harris, director of
Gartner’s HR practice, points out

that AI can be used even before the
recruitment process begins. From
labour market analysis to sourcing
and marketing tools, AI may prove
a vital resource before recruiters
and HR leaders begin to establish
relationships with candidates.

“Companies might experience
several problems in their recruitment
process,” adds Harris. “They may
have too many candidates for too few
positions, too much hiring volume
to process, difficulty in finding
specialist candidates or low hiring
volume. Therefore, HR leaders
should invest in AI capabilities
that are aligned to solving their
key talent challenges.

Equally, Harris adds that it’s
important HR determines which
roles might benefit from hiring
algorithms that predict performance
and find ways to leverage AI to
enable higher-quality, high-touch
interactions between recruiters and
candidates. “But they should keep
in mind that many still believe AI is
being used to automate the decision
about who should be hired, so it’s
important to communicate regularly
and be transparent about how AI is
really being used.”

Hiring with AI

“HRleaders
shouldinvestin
AIthat’saligned
tosolvingtheir
keytalent
challenges”

Voice-controlledAI tech
isnowcommonplace in
devices like smartphones
andsmart speakers
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“HRcan’t just
sit at the side
and create
nicemessages”
First Bus chief people officerKevinGreen on
the importance of putting sustainablity at the
heart of a significant transformation agenda

H
e’s a former RoyalMailHRdirector
who spent the best part of a decade
asCEOof the Recruitment and
EmploymentConfederation, not to

mention holding non-executive director
positions with a plethora of organisations,
including chair of Timewise.Over the
last few years, KevinGreen has enjoyed,
as he puts it, the “plural life”, boasting an
enviable portfolio career. And yet, after
joining FTSE 250 transport provider
First Bus as interimHRdirector in 2021,
he subsequently found himself signing up
permanently in September.
At a crucial time for the transport sector,

as both employees and customers begin to
vote with their feet around organisations’
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) activity,PeopleManagement spoke
toGreen about First Bus’s ambitious plans
to improve sustainability and its impact on
the climate crisis.

What isFirstBusdoing to improve
its environmental impact?
As a provider of public transport with
around 5,500 diesel vehicles, this is clearly
a big issue for us.Our customers, partners
and the government are saying this is
important, andwewant to be assertive and
show that transport companies can take
this agenda and runwith it. By 2035, we’ll
be carbon neutral for emissions – that
means spending £100m a year for the next
decade to replace our entire diesel fleet
with electric and some hydrogen vehicles.
At the same time, we’re in the process

of a big organisational transformation,
moving frombeing an asset-based
business focused on buses, to one that’s
more customer and service-orientated,
and trying to encouragemore people out
of their cars and onto the bus. So our
culture is changing against the backdrop
of big decarbonisation efforts, andwe’re

planning to use this to engage our people
so they understand this is a differentiator
in themarket. Surveys tell us our staff love
that we are trying to have an impact on
climate change in a sustainable way.

WhatHRchallengeswill thatbring?
It’ll change howwe hire and train bus
drivers. At themoment it’s about their
technical skills, but we need them to think
about how they engage customers.We’re
starting tomeasure ourNPS and compare
ourselves to other service businesses rather
than other transport organisations.
It will involve retraining our engineers

as well, as wemove to electric and
hydrogen.We’re thinking about howour
apprenticeship programme can help, and
looking into training and development,
andmanagement capability for frontline
staff.The aim is to create an environment
where people feel it’s not happening to
them, butwhere we’re educating them
aboutwhy this is a good business strategy.

Whyis itkeyforHRtodrivethiswork?
We’re trying to unlearnwhat we’ve been
doing for a long time.That creates tension,
and that tension is whatHRneeds to
work through.We’re changingmindsets,
attitudes, skills, capability and howwe do
things, soHRneeds to be at the centre.We
can’t just sit on the sidelines and create nice
messages: it has to be real andmeaningful.
If your people don’t understand, it will just
be seen as a nice thing to do.That’s why it’s
exciting: because people can see this isn’t
just lip service.

Whatadvicewouldyougiveother
organisationsconsidering their
impacton theenvironment?
Askwhy this is important. Talk to your
workforce and your customers, and if
it’s in the top five reasons they choose
your company, then you need to have a
response.When you’re thinking about
competing for young talent, consider if
it can help you differentiate yourself and
attract people you normally wouldn’t. It’s
becoming a questionHR can’t ignore; it
needs to be a question of how you compete,
makemoney and become successful, and
sustainability is part of the answer.The
government has been very clear about
setting direction and focus, now every
organisation needs to choose the right
way to do this for themselves.IN
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Thepandemic
completely changed the
waymy organisation
operates. At the start of
2020we had around
480 employees, the
majority of whomwere
office based, but there
was no hot-desking or
remoteworking.
Throughout the

pandemic, we conducted
pulse surveys and found
most of our teamwere
on a scale, with “I hate
working fromhome and can’t
wait to get back to the office” at
one extreme and “I never want to
set foot in the
office again” at the
other.Overall, the
cultural changes
were welcomed as
long as wemaintained asmuch
flexibility as possible.
We quickly established a

cross-functional teamofHR,
operations, facilities and tech
and decided to create a
collaborative space on the
ground floorwithmore
conventional office space on
other floors.We deliberately
chose to have a variety of spaces
because we recognised the need
for different types of interaction.

Previously, we had amix of
meeting rooms but our people
told us they needed spaces for
one-to-one conversations as well,

plus some larger spaces for full
team collaboration.This fits in
with our newway of working as
many of our teams are only in
the office towork together.This
maximises people’s ability to
havemeaningful facetimewhen
they are in the office.
If you are going tomake a

collaborative office space, you
need to think creatively about
communication.We hit some
skepticism because people were

apprehensive that we
wouldn’tmake a culture
change, and not everyonewas
in the office to seewhat was
happening.We created a
videowalk-around to show
our new furniture and
meeting pods, and put it on
our internal Yammer group.
There’s no singlemagic

solution. In the past, it felt
like everyonewanted to be
Google and thought it was
cool to have foosball tables,

but if that isn’t your culture you
are wasting your time. Like a lot
of initiatives, I suspect one of the
pitfalls is trying to emulate what
other companies are doing.
There’s no point installing

funky one-to-one pods around
an office if no one is comfortable
having conversations in them.
Building in flexibility is
important too.
We’re fortunate that some of

our rooms lend themselves to
being partitioned in such away
that they can be opened up into
larger ones as andwhen required.
Lastly, I’d suggest thinking

carefully beforemakingmajor
investments in office furniture or
renovations – it’s early days and
we’re still learning about the
world of post-pandemicwork.

Helping you get further
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Career path

TimScott is
people director at
Fletchers Solicitors

Masterclass

“Think carefully before
makingbig investments”

Taking it further

How tomake amore collaborative office
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Listen
Rethinking

the office podcast
by BDO bit.ly/
IndustryAngles

Read
Working

miracles, the office
design revolution by The
RIBA Journal bit.ly/
RIBADesignRevolution

Watch
Co-working & the

future of office design
webinar byMorgan Lovell
bit.ly/CoWorkingOffice

Research:
managers have
amore positive
view of ethical
standards than
frontline staff

p53

Don’t just copyotherorgani
sations

with funky furniture– take i
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HRactsas theoutsideopinion inan
organisation–we can point out things
thatmanagersmight overlook. A lot of the
other areas of business focus on results,
which are important, but those results come
frompeople.The function is important
because it has becomemore strategic rather
than administrative, especially with things
like remoteworking, where it canmake sure
people stay connected and feel like they are a
part of an organisation.

When I startedgetting intofitness, it really
improvedmy self-confidence. A lot of other people could
have similar experiences, so I would love to encourage
people to bemore active in their ownway. Everyone
knows being active is good for you, but if Imotivate and
encourage people, support them in their careers while
pushing the confidence they gain from activity, theywill
havemore energy and bemore engaged at work.

I don’t knowHRwithout
Covid. I worked inmy
part-time job for around
six months and thenCovid
happened and it’s been that
way for the past two years.
However, there have been a lot
of changes in the profession
during the pandemic. A lot
of companies now seeHR as
more important and strategic
because the function was
responsible for a lot of the
preparation and advice.

Abigmoment inmyrolewasearlyon
whenanemployeecalledme, upset and
unhappywith their situation. As it was during
the pandemic, I had to speak to her over the
phone. In the end, shewasmuch happier with
where shewas in her career and understood
how to best resolve the problem. It was a good
moment forme because I was able to help her
through the situation andmake her feel happy
in her role again.

Myundergraduatedegreewas in
psychologyandbusiness, but I wasn’t
sure about a specific path so I didn’t want
to specialise. I did somemodules inHR
and thought “I really like that”, specifically
the strategic part. Now, I’mmost interested
in getting the best out of people through
training, coaching, and helping themfind
their path, where theywant their career to go
and enabling them to do the best they can.

I help runawellbeinggroup
in thesouth-eastScotland
branch of theCIPD.We’re
focusing on an event that will
look at how to help people
engagewith different wellbeing
initiatives and companies.There
are a lot of great ideas about
what companies can do around
physical activity andmental
health, but a big piece of the
puzzle is how to engage people,
especially if a lot of them are
working remotely.

CV

Elina Takala
HRAdvisoratSchuh

Who Iam

ElinaTakala completedherMaster’s in human
resourcemanagement at theUniversity of
Edinburgh in2020beforeworkingat theStudents’
Association. Shestartedher careermid-pandemic
andworkedasanHRadminassistant atNHS
Education forScotlandbefore joining retailer
SchuhasanHRadvisor. ShewasaCIPDstudent
ambassador andnowvolunteers at her local branch.
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If the mass upheaval of the
last two years has taught
us anything, it’s that many
aspects of our working
lives that work in person
don’t do so when simply
replicated online.
But many organisations’

mass move to dramatically
increased – if not permanent
– remote working in the
wake of the pandemic should
be seen as an opportunity, say
Cooper andO’Meara. If we
end up looking back at 2020
and 2021 as ‘that time when
everyone worked remotely’,
they muse, we’ll have

missed a “massive
opportunity” to
capitalise on the
benefits that remote
working can offer
when done right.
And it seems

plenty are finding
it tricky; a poll of 2,500
workers in December 2021
byOCTanner found that
just a quarter (26 per cent)
believed their employer had
been effective at fostering a
company culture since the
start of the pandemic, and
themajority (83 per cent)
said they recognised the value

of the office for creating
said culture.
RemoteWorkplace

Culture is a catch-all
guide to ensuring
a business and its
employees can thrive in a
newly digital landscape,

demonstrating how a strong
culture for remote, hybrid
or flexible work can be a
business’s biggest asset.
It looks in detail at several

key areas that can – and do –
benefit from remote working,
including employee wellbeing,
inclusion and diversity, and
recruitment and retention,

as well as highlighting some
more easily fixable problems,
such as equity of home
office setups and conducting
remote meetings.
A chapter written by

O’Meara about his experience
of setting up a remote-first
communications consultancy
also provides extra valuable
advice based on what he’s
learnt along the way, including
a ban on unscheduled calls
betweenmembers of the
team, giving workers greater
autonomy tomake decisions,
and using cloud-based
document storage.

{Book}

AllThatWeAre
GabrielleBraun, Piatkus, £16.99/£9.99e-book

InAll ThatWeAre, Braun argues the
workplace has spent years being
‘dehumanised’ to boost productivity
and profit, at the expense of our
relationships andmental health.
Yet being able to understand the
unconsciousmotivations behind our
behaviours can lead to happier and
healthier working lives. Packed full of
examples and advice fromBraun’s
20+ years in consulting, it’s amust-
read for those interested in bringing
psychoanalysis into theworkplace.

{Book}

JerksatWork
TessaWest, Ebury, £11.99/£9.99e-book

NewYorkUniversity psychology
professorWest has put intowordswhat
many of us have needed to do at one
point or another during our careers:
learn how to deal with that awful person
we’re forced toworkwith. Splitting
the book into her ‘taxonomy’ of jerks
(including gaslighters,micromanagers
and credit stealers),West advises
how to identify each one, explains the
psychology behindwhy they act the
way they do, and offers clear-cut advice
onmanaging their behaviour.

{Book}

Artificial IntelligenceforHR
BenEubanks, KoganPage, £29.99/£28.49e-book

For the uninitiated, venturing into the
world of AI can seemaprospectmore
likely to compound further issues than
solve existing ones. But done right, using
algorithms inHR can free up valuable
time. Eubanks’ chapters on the basics of
AI and its application toHR explain the
tech to even the least experienced, and
subsequent sections take time to break
down howAI can be used successfully
in different areas, including L&Dand
recruitment – all featuring case studies
from the likes of Unilever and IHG.

{Podcast}

SquigglyCareers
SarahEllis andHelenTupper, available via all good
podcast providers

Hosted by Amazing If founders Ellis and
Tupper and now boasting more than
250 episodes, Squiggly Careers is the
ultimate guide for career development,
no matter what path that takes. The
weekly podcast explores issues from
problem solving and negotiating to
effective mentoring and rediscovering
inspiration, as well as speaking to
special guests including former Twitter
EMEA VP Bruce Daisley, presenter Mary
Portas and author Elizabeth Uviebinené.

What’snew

RemoteWorkplaceCulture
SeanO’Meara andCaryCooper, Kogan Page, £19.99/£19.99 e-book

Reviews

InGrowth,
management
consultant and the
world’s first professor
of consulting, Joe
O’Mahoney, draws on
his own considerable
experience, as well as
interviews with more
than 70 founders
of successful
firms, to offer best
practice for growing
a consultancy and
avoiding being part of
the almost half that
fail within five years.
Meanwhile, in

Kindness: A Pocket
Guide, Birkbeck
College and London
School of Economics
researcher Sebastian
Bóo pulls together
key research into
the topic andmakes
the case for more
kindness in the
workplace to benefit
individuals and
teams alike.

“Looking back at
2021 as ‘that time
everyoneworked
remotely’ would
be amissed
opportunity”
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I amHRdirector fora small
carehomeprovider, andwe
obviouslyhavestringent
PPEpolicies.Oneofour
carers isautisticandexempt
fromwearinga facemask
asa result, but forobvious
reasonswecannotallow
themtoprovide frontline
care to residents.Being
protectedby theEquality
Actmeanswehaveno
choicebut tokeep themat
homeon full pay.Theyare
understandably frustrated
with thesituation.However,
thepandemic isn’t going
awayany timesoon, and I
can’t seeascenario inwhich
they’dbeable tocomeback
towork in the foreseeable
future. Is thereanyotherway
around this?

This is undoubtedly an
unfortunate situation,
although it is important
to keep inmind that you
are only fulfilling your

obligations as an employer
and care home provider by
following the current rules.
However, you are leftwith
this issue that requires you to
act reasonably and fairly.
In these circumstances, as

an employer I would always
encourage you to go above and

beyond and show an extra bit
of kindness and compassion.
The option that carries the

least risk, inmy view, is to see
if there is another role for the
person to do even temporarily.
Start at the beginning and
speak to the employee about
their strengths, potential,
experience, talent, hobbies and
interests, finding out asmuch
as you can. Itmay not be as
straightforward as ‘what do
youwant to do?’, butmaywell
give you the answer.There are

many stories of people who
have found a different career,
which startedwith an ad hoc
conversationwith amanager.
It would be useful for the

employee’s linemanager to
have this conversationwith
the employee, with your
presence as theHRdirector.

With this information, you
could also carry out an exercise
to identify gaps or business
needs in your operations to
see if there is a new role that
is required.Or if there is a
current vacancy, you can see if
their skills and interests are a
potentialmatch. A temporary
redeploymentwould still be
a good interim option, and
hopefully when things get
back to normal, it will allow
the employee tomake a choice
between the two roles.

Amanageratmycompany,
who isblack, isbecoming
increasinglyagitatedovera
paydisparitybetweenherand
theothermanager inher team,
who iswhite. It’s truesheand
hercolleaguehave thesame
job title; however, theother
employeehasmoreexperience
andhandles someof themore
high-levelworkbecauseof
this.We’ve tried toexplain this,
but shemaintains it’s unfair
and thinkswe’rebeing racist.
I’mworriedabout reputational

repercussionseven though I
believe thecompany is in the
right.What shouldwedo?

I would encourage you to
challenge your own view of the
company being right.Number
of years doesn’t necessarily
meanmore experience, so look
at the quality of the experience.
Also, ask yourself if the value of
the extra responsibilities really
justifies the difference.
Checkingwhat extra work

or responsibility the employee

who has raised the issue is doing
wouldmake sense, to ensure you
are rewarding them fairly. If you
have an internal job evaluation
process, updating both job
descriptions and conducting
this exercise would go someway
to giving an answer.However,
given the dissatisfaction from
the employee so far, youmay
want to engage an external
company to provide an objective
job evaluation service. If the
outcome supports your current
view, this could help explain
the situation to the employee.
If the outcome goes against your
position, it is only right to be
transparent with the employee

by acknowledging the situation
and reward them appropriately.
More broadly, it would

be good to review how
transparent your pay and
reward principles are. I would
recommend implementing an
internal job evaluation process
to help reduce the chance of
future issues such as this. If
youwere to adopt ethnicity
pay reporting, which is not
mandatory, this would show
your commitment to tackling
this issue organisationally, as
well as helping you to address
any gaps.TheCIPDhas useful
guidance on this.
✶ bit.ly/CIPDEthnicityPayReporting

Employee is vocal over
alleged ethnicity pay gap

Yourproblems

Guest fixer Idris
Arshad tackles
your queries
An experiencedHRprofessional,
Idris Arshad is currently a people and
inclusion partner at south-east London-
based hospice StChristopher’s. He
has previously workedwith a number
of faith-based charities, as well as
with housing and homelessness
organisations, and also lectured on a
part-time basis at LondonMetropolitan
University. Hewas recentlymentored
as part of CIPD’s AspiringHRDirector
Mentoring programme.
His replies arewritten in a personal

capacity and do not reflect the views
ofPeopleManagement or theCIPD,
nor are they a substitute for professional
legal advice. Not all queries submitted
can be answered, and personal replies
are not possible. To pose an anonymous
query, visitbit.ly/pmfixer

“I would always encourage you to goaboveand
beyondand showanextra bit of compassion”

Howcanmask-exemptcarer
return towork?

Send
us your

problems in
confidence
bit.ly/pmfixer
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Pearson has announced the
appointment ofAli Bebo (1) as
chief human resources officer.
Bebowaspreviously atmedical
tech firmHologic andbrings
20 years ofHRexperience.
AnnLimb has taken over

fromSir JohnArmitt as chair
of vocational training and
apprenticeships providerCity
&Guilds. Limbhas been chair
of youth organisationThe
Scouts for the past six years.
CarolineButler (2)

is leavingHertfordshire
CountyCouncil to take up
a newpost at Bedfordshire,
Cambridgeshire and
Hertfordshire (BCH)Police
as its assistantHRdirector.
Butler has over 20 years
ofHRexperience, having
undertaken roles in both the
private andpublic sector.
Property lender

Propertunity has appointed
JanetKlin as its VP
people&culture. Klin has
previouslyworked at FLEX
Capital, Forto andHonest

Food, and specialises in
employment law.
UK satellite start-up

Isotropic Systemshas
appointedDaraMcCann,
CharteredFCIPD (3), as
its newchief people officer.
McCannbringswith hermore
than 10 years’ HRexperience
in the satellite tech sector,
having previouslyworked for
O3bandSESNetworks.
NishaPopli has been

appointed chief human
resources officer atCuemath.
The online education provider
plans to expand in 2022 and
values Popli’s experiencewith
KPMG,Grant Thornton and
Ernst&Young, amongothers.
LloydStephenson (4)

has been appointed global
director of inclusion&diversity
and recruitment at law firm
BryanCaveLeightonPaisner
(BCLP). Stephensonmoves
to the newly created role
fromAshurst LLP.
Residential property

companyGrainger has

appointedMichelle
Boothroyd,Chartered
FCIPD to its executive
committee as chief people
officer. Boothroyd joins from
Nationwide andhas previously
worked at Santander andRBS.
Social enterpriseDevon

DoctorsGroup has appointed
SamFraser,Chartered
MCIPD (5) as its new
associate director of people
andOD. Fraserwas previously
the not-for-profit healthcare
provider’s headofHR.
ClaireWilliams,

CharteredFCIPD has been
promoted to the newly created
role of chief people officer at
HR software companyCIPHR,
where she hasworked for the
last three years overseeing the
business’sHR function and
consultancy services.
VirginMoney has appointed

SyreetaBrown,Chartered
FCIPD (6) as group chief
people and communications
officer. Brown joins fromCiti,
where sheworked for 11 years.

1

3

Benelisha, director ofHR recruitment&
searchatStrictlyRecruitment (pictured).
Play to your strengths andapply to

roles at a level that suits your skills. Don’t
self-select out of roles either.Whywould
youwant to undertakeanHRassistant
rolewhenyouareanHRmanager?
With agecomesexperience–and

there is a competitive advantage in
that.HR is auniqueprofession,where
personal skills andempathyareeverybit
as important as academicqualifications.

When it comes topractical steps you
can take: update yourCV, keepup
todatewith employment law, and
practise interview techniques.
Thefirst thing anybody should

lookatwhen setting out to secure
anew role has tobe theCV– it
is your best chanceof securingan

interviewand it needs to includeasmuch
informationaspossible.
The secondstep is to stayon topof

changes in your profession, particularly
in areas suchasemployment law.
Continuingwith your studieswill be
attractive topotential employers and,
if youhaven’t alreadydone so, update
yourselfwith the latest technology.
Finally, practise your interviewskills.

YoucanuseHR recruitment specialists
to help in this. Itmight alsobeagood idea
tobroadenyour experience; consider
takingon somecontractworkas thatwill
addvalue to yourCVandoffer achance
towork in anewsector or larger business.
Since thepandemic, remoteworking is

nowofferedalmost everywhere. It does,
of course, dependoncircumstancesbut
it certainly shouldn’t impact your search.

Iwasmaderedundant inDecember
2020, andsince then I’veapplied for
somanyHRmanager,HRassistant
andemployee relations roles. I’m
CIPDLevel 3qualified inHRM,and
studyingLevel 5. I need towork
remotelyand I’mstruggling tofinda
job– it’s soul-destroying. In thepast I
have runmyownbusiness, aswell as
being inbusinesswith family, anduntil
myredundancy (when thebusiness
wassoldandmerged) Iworked fora
friend’s startup inanHRrole. I don’t
knowwhere togo fromhere– I’m in
myearlyfiftiesandbeginning to think
I’ll nevergetanother job,but I’mnot
ready for retirementyet.

Keepapositivemindset byembracing
the level of your experience, saysJo

The next step Wehelp you to help your career

5
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Who’smakingHRheadlines?People and posts

Moves
Email us
yourmoves
PMeditorial@
haymarket.com

Letus
solve your
career crisis
bit.ly/pmnextstep



A study by the Institute of
Business Ethics (IBE) has
found thatmanagers are likely
to have amore positive view
of ethical standards than
frontline staff.
The survey fromMay

2021, which looked at data
from10,000 employees in 13
countries including theUK,
found thatmore than two in
five (43 per cent) respondents
who spoke up about ethical
misconduct experienced
retaliation as a result.
The study, which surveyed

750 respondents in each
country, also found that
almost half (48 per cent) of
employees said that their line
manager rewards workers who
get good results, even if they do
so by unethicalmeans.
The study also found

that half (57 per cent) of
respondents said their

organisation provided
employees with ameans
to confidentially report
misconduct.However,
two-thirds (64 per cent) of
managers were aware of a
means to reportmisconduct,

comparedwith just half (52
per cent) of non-managers.
A fifth (21 per cent) of all

respondents said that they had
felt pressured to compromise
their organisation’s standards
ofmisconduct.Thefigure
was higher formanagers:
14 per cent reported that they

felt pressure, compared to
10 per cent of non-managers.
For employees who had been

pressured to act unethically,
themost common reason given
was time pressure or unrealistic
deadlines, with a third (35 per
cent) reporting this.
RichardKwiatkowski,

professor of organisational
psychology atCranfield School
ofManagement, which is the
UK academic partner of the
IBE, said: “Whilemost people
suggest that their organisations
are actually acting ethically,
from a psychological point of
view, internal sensitisation to
ethical issues seems tomotivate
greater involvement, awareness
and hence reporting.
“Organisations should

welcome this, as good
business is what we need
to be striving for.”
✶ bit.ly/CranfieldEthicsStudy
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Thelatest
findingsfrom
thefinest
minds
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Managers have rosier viewof ethical standards

Havingwomen on boards
decreases the likelihood
of unethical ‘backdoor’
transactions taking place, a
French study has found.
The research, which

analysed data from97
companies between 2001 and
2017, looked at French firms
both before and after 2011,
when a gender quota law led
to an increased representation
of women on boards.
The researchers, fromLe

MansUniversity,Montpellier
Business School and Emlyon
Business School, found that
the number of reduced-party

A study led byUS-based
DartmouthCollege has found
that good performance in a
job can be predicted by an
employee’s commute.
The study, which analysed

data from275workers over
a one-year period before
theCovid-19 pandemic,
monitored employees during
their commutes, and for
30-minute periods before and
after their commutes.
Participants were given a

smartphone-based sensing
app, which assessed their
activity levels, heart rate,
phone usage and stress.

transactions (RPTs) decreased
whenmorewomenwere on
the board of a company.
Previous studies indicated

that RPTs are associatedwith
unethical behaviour, such as
opportunistic behaviour by
insiders and expropriation of
minority shareholders.
The study, whichwas

published in the British
Journal ofManagement,
found that female directors
aremoremotivated by
reputational risk.
MehdiNekhili, finance

professor at LeMans
University and co-author
of the study, said: “Female
directors involved in
monitoring duties aremore
inclined to assert their role.”
✶ bit.ly/FemaleDirectorStudy

Companieswith
female directors
aremore ethical

Daily commute
canpredict job
performance

Theworkers were then
asked to assess their levels
of counterproductive
work behaviour – actions
that deliberately harm
an organisation – and
organisational citizenship
behaviour – beneficial actions
– using a questionnaire.
The researchers found that

those who performwell at
workweremore likely to have
consistent arrival and leaving
times, had greater physical
fitness and reduced variability
in their commute.
Poor performers had higher

stress levels during their
commute and used their
phonewhile travelling.Those
with a higher step countwere
found to bemore productive.
✶ bit.ly/DartmouthCommuteStudy

ThelatestThe latest
findingsfromfindingsfrom
thefinest
minds

Businessesneed toweighup
thebenefitsof ethical practices
overprofitsand resist compromise
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Therole of president of theCIPD is
an honorary and prestigious position
as an ambassador and champion of all
that theCIPDdoes. It has been a great
privilege over the last six years to have
Professor SirCaryCooperCBE fulfil
that role.He has been an incredible
advocate, engagedwidely withCIPD
members, stakeholders and partners,
spoken atmany events, and promoted
what theCIPDdoes as a professional
body and as a profession far andwide.
As one of theworld’s leading experts

onwellbeing, he has helped bring
attention to this vital contributor to
better work andworking lives.
TheCIPD is indebted toCary, but

also delighted towelcomeBaroness
RubyMcGregor-SmithCBE as the
new president. Ruby is an extraordinary
leader and businesspersonwho has led

Welcomingthe
newCIPDpresident
The CIPD thanks outgoing president Professor Sir Cary Cooper CBE
and welcomes Baroness Ruby McGregor-Smith CBE to the role
Th e CIPD thanks outgoing president Professor Sir Cary Cooper CBE 
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Responsible for the 2017 independent
report to theUKgovernment on race
in theworkplace, Rubywas appointed
to lead the In-Work Progression
Commission in 2020. She is a
Fellowof the Institute ofChartered
Accountants in England andWales
andwas awarded theOutstanding
AchievementAward in 2015, the
profession’smost prestigious award.
Ruby is pleased to be taking on the

role of president at this important
time of opportunity for change. In
particular she is looking forward
to promoting and supporting the
CIPD’s wider purpose and the
development of the people profession,
and engaging onCIPD campaigns for
greater transparency, better work and
responsible business.
PeterCheese,CIPDchief executive

on and championedmany of the issues
that are central to theCIPD’s agenda. She
was recognised as a top 50 female world
business leader by the FT in 2013, and in
2015was granted a life peerage, becoming
amember of theHouse of Lords in
recognition of her achievements, not least
in being among the small group of women
who have held the position of chief
executive in a FTSE 250 business, and the
first Asianwoman at this level.
Ruby has held a number of influential

leadership roles, including president of
the BritishChambers ofCommerce,
chair of the Institute of Apprenticeships
andTechnical Education, and a non-
executive director at theDepartment for
Education. She has been chair of theUK
government’sWomen’s BusinessCouncil
and a business ambassador for theUK,
and is currently chair ofMindGym.

EXTRA
EXTRA

Cross-functionalcollaboration
The pandemic has brought
teams together like never
before – harnessing this
alignment around a core
purpose will become even
more important in the future.
The CIPD’s new report
provides evidence-based
insights exploring how people
professionals are partnering
across business functions to
future-proof their organisations.
✶bit.ly/CIPDCollaborationReport

Digitisingrewardmanagement
What do e-payslips, flexible
benefits and peer-to-peer
recognition platforms have in
common? They digitise reward
activities with the aim of making
them simpler and accessible to
more people. The CIPD’s latest
digital transformation insight
article explores how technology
canmake rewardmore
accessible and performance
management fairer.
✶bit.ly/DigitalReward

EVPpodcast
Whether the ‘Great Resignation’
is a phenomenon supported by
statistical evidence or not, the
pandemic has promptedmany
to reassess what they want from
their jobs. Listen to the CIPD’s
latest podcast, which discusses
how employers might raise their
employee value proposition and
meet the demands of the post-
pandemic labour market.
✶bit.ly/EVPPodcast

InclusionCalendar
Produced in partnership with
Diversiton, CIPDmembers can
download the 2022 Inclusion
Calendar, highlightingmore
than 240 key dates including
holy days, religious festivals,
health and wellbeing awareness
days, special events and
bank holidays.
✶bit.ly/InclusionCalendar2022

Report
January 2022

EFFECTIVE CROSS-
FUNCTIONAL
COLLABORATION
INACHANGING
WORLDOFWORK

Expert insightsonhow
tomanagechange
effectively through
Covidandbeyond
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TheCIPD is carrying out a review
of its Code ofConduct a decade
after it first launched, with the aim
of reflecting changes in the people
profession andwider world of work.
A sessionwas included at

December’s Councilmeeting on 7
December, to review the standards
and gather feedback on areas for
development.This followed a number
of focus groups and round tables at
theCIPDAnnualConference and
Exhibition as well as events across the
UK, to ensure a cross-section ofCIPD
membershipwas consulted.
The updatedCodewill reflect

the expectations and aspirations
of key stakeholders – in linewith
the changingworld of work – and
importantly protectmembers of the
public and their interest.
TheCIPD is calling on all global

stakeholders includingmembers and
non-members, andHR and business
researchers and academics, to input
into the review via an online survey.
Your input into the content will ensure
theCIPDCode is not only relevant
now but supports the profession to
ensure it remains future fit.
✶bit.ly/CIPDCodeReview

CIPDCode
ofConduct
review

“The updated
Code will reflect
the expectations

and aspirations of
key stakeholders”
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CharteredCompanion
Nominations 2022
CharteredCompanionstatus is the
highest accoladeand level of
membershipawardedby theCIPD,
recognisingoutstandingand
distinguishedservice to thepeople
profession.CharteredCompanions
canbenominatedbyanyCIPD
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FelloworAcademicFellowmember
andnominationsmustbesubmitted
beforemidnighton 15May2022.
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Calls tomake ethnicity pay
reportingmandatory have stalled,
according to experts who attended a
Women andEqualitiesCommittee
meeting on the subject in January.
TheCIPDwas invited to provide

evidence at themeeting, where
CharlesCotton, senior performance
and reward adviser at theCIPD,
said: “Ethnicity pay reporting is
an opportunity for organisations
to explore how they are rewarding
people, to see whether it is fair. It
also brings in the issue of how you
recruit and promote people in the
organisation, and how you develop
and train them.”
In the absence of legislation, the

CIPDbelieves employers should
aim to voluntarily compile ethnicity
pay reports as part of their approach
to improving inclusion and tackling
inequality in theworkplace.
Ethnicity pay reporting offers

a solid foundation to start
addressingworkplace inequalities,
developing greater transparency
and accountability, while building a
reputation as a fair and progressive
employer.TheCIPD’s latest
guidance explores how employers
can publish annual ethnicity reports.
✶bit.ly/EthnicityPayReporting

CIPDpresents
ethnicitypay
evidenceto
parliament
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Business Opportunities Career Counselling

Talent Development HRConsulting

www.edisontalent.com
talent@edisonuk.com
+44 (0) 208 1339750

MANAGE STRESS
BUILD RESILIENCE
IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

TALENT

Coaching Assessment Training

The impact of people management practices

A systematic approach for reviewing
how your people management practices
impact on your business objectives.

Or contact Dr. Peter Fargus, Chartered Fellow, on 01423 566035

OurPeopleReview.com

Employability Skills Training HR and Payroll Outsourcing

Learn to Code!
Using Free Microsoft Visual
Studio download.
A practical approach to learning a much
sought-after skill in the workplace.

Includes library of code for a quick and
easy introduction to computer
programming. £4.95 a month.

eptsoft.com

Flexible
Benefits

Health &
Wellbeing

Employee
Engagement

People
Analytics

Creating
better business
outcomes
together

HR & Payroll
Outsourcing

Diversity &
Inclusion

Resourcing
Optimisation

0207 960 7769

hrsolutions@capita.co.uk

capita.com/HRsolutions

@CapitaHRS

Job Evaluation
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Theproblem
In an attempt to find the perfect
member of his team to go undercover at
a beauty contest, agent EricMatthews
runs a computer simulation that
showswhat staffwould look like in a
bikini.The activity attracts a crowd,
who all jeer at the results on screen,
which include older women and senior
leadership. Could this be classed as
bullying and discrimination, and could
HRhave stopped this fromhappening
with proper training?

A senior FBI agent crosses the line into bullyingwhen he takes a joke too far

CouldHRsolve...?

Thesolution
On the surface, this seems like
banter, but it could be construed
as bullying, says AmoBains,HR
advisor atUniversityHospitals of
LeicesterNHSTrust (pictured).
“We all deserve towork in

an environmentwherewe feel
respected and valued, not for what
we look like or our age, but for
the knowledge and skills we bring
to our roles,” he says. Jeering at
what senior leadership and older
female colleagues would look
like in bikinis could potentially

be classed as direct
discrimination
on the grounds
of the protected
characteristics of age
and sex, he points out.

“Although bullying is not
defined by law as such, it is often
characterised as behaviour that is
offensive, intimidating,malicious
or insulting and is often intended
to humiliate or injure the recipient,”
he explains, adding that allowing
the behaviour to continue sends
a clearmessage to employees that
bullyingwill, in fact, be tolerated.

It is important for senior
leadership to buy into this and be
fully committed, Bains says: “HR
practitioners should start by having
a policy and procedure in place that
outlines what constitutes bullying
anddiscrimination in theworkplace
and how it will be dealt with.”
These should be communicated to
all employees, he adds.
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